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Although the A-calcuhis has been studied for over fifty years, the first models for the 
lambda calculus were constructed by Dana Scott In 19T2. Scott’s models were constructed 
using inverse limits of continuous lattices. We investigate this inverse limit construction in the 
context of up-complete posets with zero.
We show that the correspondence between an up-complete poset with zero F  and its 
associated model for the A-calculus defines a monofunctor between appropriate categories. We 
calculate the values in the model corresponding to several combinators In the lambda calculus.
Finally, we investigate certain submonoids of the monoid of combinators. We show that 




In this chapter we give a  brief introduction to the A-calcuhis, define environment models 
for the X-calculus, and give sufficient conditions for the existence of environment models.
1
2
§ 1. B uie DaflhrtioM
Let V  be a  countable set (called the set of variables) which does not contain three symbols 
A, (, and ). Then the set A of A-tarma is the smallest set of words over the alphabet V  U { A, (,) } 
such that
(1 )V C A ,
(2) A ,B €  A implies (AB) €A , and
(3) x € V  and A €  A imply (AxA)€A.
A A-term of the form (AB) is called an application, and a A-term of the form (AxA) is called an 
abstrac tion , lb  make A-terms readable, we write A xj. . .  x n A  for (Asj^Axgt... (AxnA) • • ■))), 
and we always omit outermost parentheses. We also allow A-terms to  associate to the left. 
Pbr example, we write ABC for ((AB)C). Variables occuring in A-terms are frM  or bound 
according to the usual rules of logic, where we think of A as a quantifier. Thus In Ax.xy, x 
Is' bound and y Is free. We write A =  B to Indicate that A and B  are the same A-term We 
reserve A =  B for another purpose, as we shall soon see. We identify all A-terms which differ 
onfy by a renaming of bound variables. For example, Axz.xyz  =  Auv.uyv.
Let A, B (E A. Then A[x ■*— B] is the result of substituting B for each free occurrence of x 
in A. Some care is needed here (just as in the predicate calculus). If y  occurs free in B, then 
the substitution of B into A must not cause y  to  become bound. If it is necessary, we rename 
bound occurrences of y in A  For example,
Ay.xy(x «— Ax.xy] =  Au.xn(x •*— Ax.xy] =  Atk(Ax.xy)u»
where y is renamed as u  in Ay.xy in order to avoid binding the occurrence of y in Ax.xy. But 
Ay.xy[x +- Ax.xy] £  Ay.(Ax.xy)y.
The A-calculus is a  theory of equations, and is axiomatlsed as follows:
(1) (AxA)B =  A[x +- B] (^-conversion)
(2) A  — A
(3) A =  B = >  B =  A
(A )  A  =  B , B  = C = > A  =  C  
(5) A s :  B  =► A p  ssB C  
(6  )A  = B = ^ C A = C B
(7) A =  B = >  AxA =  AxJJ
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We also consider the following optional axiom:
(8 ) AxAx =  A (^conversion)
When Axiom (8 ) is included, our theory is called the «xt«naion&l A-calcuius. The Intended 
Intuitive Interpretation of A-terms is as follows. We think of A B  as the application of A to 
B,  where A is a function and B  is in the domain of A. We think of AxA as the function 
x m- A  Thus, for example, we think of Ax.x as representing the identity function, and Ax.y as 
a  constant function. Unfortunately, our Intuition begins to falter when we are confronted with 
a A-term such as xs, because we must think of x as a function and, at the same time, as an 
element of its own domain. We return to this point shortly, and show how sense can be made 
of xx.
A  com binato r is a A-term with no free variables, and Aq is the set of combinators. We 
now consider three important examples.
(1) Let I =  Ax.x. Let A 6  A. Then
1A =  (Ax.x)A
as x[x ■*- A] (b y  ^-conversion )
=  A.
Thus I indeed behaves like an identity function.
(2) Let K  =  Axy.x. Let A , B  £  A. Then
K AB  =  (Axy.x)AB
=  (Ay.x)[x «— AjB ( by ^-conversion )
a  (Ay.A)B
=  A[y +- J3] (b y  conversion )
=  A.
Note that in the third and fourth lines of the calculation, y is a variable which does not occur 
free in A, and therefore the last line follows.
(3) Let Y  =  \y.(Xx.y(xx))(Xx.y(xx)). Let A €  A. Then
YA =  (Xy.(Xx.y(xx))(Xx.y(xx)))A
= ((Xs.y(xx))(Xx. y(xx)))[y *- A]
=  (Ax.A(xx))(Az.A(zx))
=  (A(xx))[s ■*— Ai A.(ix )]
=  A((Ax.A(sx)) (AxA.(xx)))
=  A(YA).
Thna YA is a  “fixed point* for A  Remarks similar to  those following Example (3) apply here.
§ 2. Environment Models
In order to understand the application xx, we need a  way of identifying x both as a function, 
and as an element of the domain of that function. We therefore make the following definition: 
A functional domain is a set D  equipped with a subset [ D  —► D  ] of D ° ,  and a zurjective 
function QiD  —*• [ D  —* D  ]. Then elements of D  correspond to functions on D  via and 
every function in [ D  —*■£>] is representable as an element of D. Since is surjecthre there 
exists W: [ D  —► D  ] —► D  such that 4 9  is the identity map on [ D  -*■ D  J. There is now a 
natural binary operation on D  defined by (a, 6) # (a )(b).
We interpret lambda terms by assigning them values in D. The intention is that if A (A] 
is the map assigning values in D, then application should correspond to the operation described 
above. That is, for two A-terms A and B,  [AB] should be the same as 4([A])([B]). We will 
see that such a  map exists. An environment is a map p: V  —► D.  Thus an environment assigns 
an element of D  to each variable. Given an environment p, we recursively extend p to a map 
Ai-+[A]p:A—*D  as follows. Let A €  A. Then
(1) if A =  i  £  V, then [A]p =  p(x).
(2) If A  =  BC, then [Ajp =  *([B]p)([C]p)
(3) If A  =  Ax.B, then [A]p is defined as follows. Let p{ ^  } be a  new environment defined by
' { - > = { : (#) i n *
for y G V . Then [A]p =  9( f ) ,  where f : D - * D  is defined by /(a )  =  [B]p{ ^  } for a  £  D.
The Interpretation of abstractions defined by (3) is best understood by thinking of the corre-
spondence between p and p{ •J } as a substitution which takes place in D, rather than in A. Of 
course the problem with the definition of [ jp is that the function /  defined in (3) may not be 
in [ D  —*■ D  ], and hence not in the domain of # . We therefore make the following definition: 
An environm ent m odel of the Arcalculus Is a  functional domain D  such that, when values 
are assigned to A-terms as in (1),(2), and (3) above, then the functions /  defined in (3) are
always in [ D  —*■!>]. D  is an sxtsnsional environment model if •  =
An equation A =  B  in the A-calcuhis is valid in an environment model D  if [Ajp =  [B]p 
for every environment p. Our definition of a model a  justified by the following facta:
Lam ina 3.1: [A]p =  [Ajpj -£ j for every a €  D  and x which is not free in A.
Thus the value of a A-term depends only on the values assigned to its free variables by p. 
In particular, if A Is a comblnator, then [A]p is independent of the choice of p, and we may 
Just write [A].
Lem m a 2.2: [A[x +- B]\p =  [A]p{ } . Thus substitution behaves well under evalu­
ation in the modeL
T heorem  2.8: If A =  JB ia provable in the A-calculua, then A =  B is valid in D.
T heorem  2.3: If D  is an extenaional environment model, and A =s B  is provable in the 
extensional A-calculua, then A =  B is valid in D.
These results are all easily obtained using induction on the composition of a A-term. They
(and the definition of an environment model) are found In Meyer [1981].
In order to give an example which shows that environment models closely reflect the 
structure of the A-calcuIus, we examine the behavior of [Y] in an environment model D.
P roposition  2.B: For each a €  D, <X>([Y])(<i) is a fixed point of «(a).
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Proof) Let a,ED.  Let p be an environment such that p(x) =  a. Then
4(IY]p)(a) =  4([Y])(P(*))
=  * ( |v 1p)(I*1p)
=  [y * 1p 
=  I*(y ®)1p 
=  *(I*Ip)(IY x1p)
=  4(a)(4([Y]p)(a)).
Thus 4([Y |)(a) Is a fixed point of 4(a). A
§ S. H ie  Existence o f  Environment Models
We now establish sufirient conditions for the existence of environment models. In Chapter 
3 we actually construct extensional environment models.
T heorem  8.1: Let X  be a set, and let C be a category whose objects are the Cartesian 
powers X n  =  x£_^X of X  and whose morphlsms are functions. Let C satisfy the following 
conditions:
(1) For each n  >  0, Mor^X”1, X )  contains all projections and constant maps.
(3) If f , g €  M o r (X n ,X),  then f X g E  M or(X n,X  XX), where /  x g:X n  —*■ X  X X  is defined 
by /  X g(xi , . •. ,xn) — ( / ( s p . . .  ,xn) ,g(x- ,̂. . .  ,s n ) ) .
(3) For each /  E M o K X ^ X ) ,  cn ( f ) ( X n) C M 6 r(X ,X ), where
cn :M or(X n + 1 ,X ) -+ (XX )^X ^
Is defined by cn(f)(x l t ...,* » )(* ) =  f ( x x, . . . ,  X*, *).
(4) There are maps 4 :X  —*-Mor(X,X) and ® :M or(X,X) —►X such that:
(a) 4 4  is the identity map on M or(X ,X ),
(b) The map App: X  x  X  —*• X  defined by App(a, 6) =  4(a)(6) is in M or(X  x  X ,X ), and
(c) for every g E  M or(X n'+1 ,X ), * o{cn(g)) € M or(X n,X ).
Then X  is an environment model for the lambda calculus.
Proof) We must show that when A-terms are assigned values as In the previous section, 
then all functions of the form a  »-*• | }  are in M or(X, X).
We will actually prove the following by induction on the structure of A-terms: All functions
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from X n’to X  of the form an) »-* 1̂ 1p{ i j } {  7E^} •••{ | j } , w h e r e a r e
diatinct variables, are in M or(X a , X).
Let A be a variable, sa j x, which is distinct from i j , . . . ,  Xn, Then
   «n) =  [* lp{~1 } ••■{t 5 } =P(*)-
* 1  *ft
Thru /  is a constant map, and therefore is in M or(X n ,X ).
Suppose that A =  x^. Then /(o ^ ,... ,a n ,)  =  [st‘]p{ } •••{ ■f^} =  Of. Thus /  is a
projection, and is therefore in M or^X71, X).
Now let A be a A-term which is not a variable, and assume that all functions of the
form (o j.......am) *-*• ^  } • .. { } are in M or(X m,X ), for all A-terms B of simpler
structure than A, and for all m.
Let A =  BC.  Then
/(<*!....... a„) =  [ B C ] p { ^ } . . . {  —  }
* 1  Sfl.
=  A pp(|Bk.{ f j }  . . .{  ^ } ,1 C 1 p {  f j  •■■{ f j |} )
s A p p o ^ x fc K tt!  on),
where y iX 11 —► X  and AcX"' -+ X  are defined by g(o1 , . . . ,o n )  =  |JB|p{ . . .{
andfc(*i,..M<Hi) =  [BC]p{ | J  } . . .{  ^ } . By the Induction hypothesis, g and h  are in
M or(X *,X ), and so g X h  €  M or(X a , X  X X). Thus App o ( g x h ) €  M o r (X n , X  x  X).
Let A =  Ax.JB, where A Is a variable, say x, distinct from X j,. . . ,  Xn. Then
/(*   ....... *n) =  |Ax.B]p{ } . . .  { ~  } =  9(g),
'  X ! '  Xn
where g i X n  —► X  is defined by g(b) =  [Bjp{ | j  } . . .  { } { £  } . Define ^ X ^ - X b y
3 (o i,. . . ,  on, b) =  g(b). By the induction hypothesis, 9 €  M or(X n'^"*). Now
• • •, *n)(^) =  3(®i» •••> ®Bi =  gib)
for b €  X .  Thus g =  o n © ) ^  a«). Therefore /(o 1, . . .  ,on) =  *((cn@ )) (o1?. . . ,  a n )) .
Thus f  = 9 o (cn @)) € M or(X a ,X).
Let A =  Ax( .B. Then
/(*   <*») =  “ *}••■{ “  } =
'  S i '  '  Z ft '
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where g :X  -+ X  is defined by g(b) =  lBV»{ *■•{ x ^ } {  ^ } -  Define&X " * 1 —*X  by 
9 ( a j , an, b) =  g(b). Let x be a variable which is not In { x j , . .. ,xn }. Then
Thai J  €  M o r (X nr̂ ^ ,X )  by the induction hypothesis. As before, f  — & o (cn(j))) €  
M or(X n ,X ). 6
In Chester 3 we actually construct non-trlvlal extensional environment models.
C hap ter 2 
U p-com pl«te Po«cta w ith  Zoro
In this chapter we develop enough of the theory of up-complete posets with zero and the 
Scott topology to construct models for the lambda calculus. The original construction is due 
to Scott [1972] in the context of continuous lattices. The construction is given in Darendregt 
[1981] for up-complete posets with zero. However, we follow Gierz, et.al. [1980], in considering 




A partially ordered rat, or porat, Is a set P  equipped with a  partial order <. We will 
often write y >  x rather than x <  y. Let S  be a  subset of P . Then an element x of P  is 
an upper bound of S if x >  y for all y €  S. An element x of P  is a lower bound of S if 
x <  y for all y €  S. An upper bound x of S  such that x <  y for all upper bounds y of S  is the 
least upper bound of S,  or supremum, of S. A lower bound x of S  such that x >  y for all 
lower bounds y of S  is the greatest lower bound of S,  or infknum, of S. Note that least 
upper bounds and greatest lower bounds are unique (when they exist). We write supS for the 
least upper bound of S  and inf S for the greatest lower bound of S. If supS €  S  then we will 
sometimes write maxS for sup S. Similarly, if inf S  €  S  then we will sometimes write minS 
for inf S. If S  C P , then we define f S  by
| S  =  { x |x > y f b r  some y € S } .
Similarly,
1 S  =  {x | x <  y for some y € S } .
Bbr x g P ,  we abbreviate t  {*}  by t  * “ d 1 {x}  by j x. An element 0 of P  is the raro  of 
P  if 0 <  x fo r every x € P .  (I.e., 0 =  minP.)
Let P  be a poset. Then a  set D  C P  is d irected if D  is nonempty and every finite subset 
of D  has an upper bound in D. Note that D  is directed if and only if D  Is nonempty, and for 
every pair x, y of elements of D  there exists x & D  such that x <  x and y <  js. P  is up-complete 
if for every directed set D  C P ,  supD  exists (in P ).
Let P  and Q  be posets, and / : P  -+Q.  Then f Is order-preserving If for all x, y €  P , 
x <  y implies /(x ) <  / ( y). We say that /  is an order isomorphism if /  is a bijection and 
/ —1 is order-preserving.
Lemma. 1.1s Let P  and Q  be posets, and let / : P  —*• <5 be an order-preserving map. Then 
f{D)  is a directed subset of Q  whenever D  is a directed subset of P .
Proof! ft  D  is nonempty, then clearly f (D )  is nonempty. Let x, y €  f(D).  Then x =  f (u)  
and y =  f(v),  where u, t> €  D. Choose v) €  D  such that u <  w and v <  w. Then /(u )  <  /(to), 
f (v)  <  /(to), and /(to) €  /(D ). Thus /(D ) is directed.
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§ a. The Scott Ibpology
We now define the well-known Scott topology on a  poset P. A subset 17 of P  is Scott 
opon if the following conditions are satisfied:
( l ) U = t U .
(3) Fbr every directed set D  C P , supD €  U implies D ( ) u  9.
Proposition 3.1: The Scott open subsets of a  poset P  form a topology on P .
Proof! Clearly 0 and P  are Scott open sets. Let { U j be a  family of Scott open sets. 
We show that b Scott open. It Is clear that U ,g j  U- C |  L e tx G tU ig j t^ .
Then x >  y for some y G U ,g j  Uj. Now y €  Uj for some j  €  7, and so x GU,-gj V^. We have
shown that t  U ,g jl7 j Uj. Let J? C P  be a  directed set with supD  G U ig j If*■ ’̂ ien 
supJD €  Uj fbr some j  6  7, and so D  f) Uj 0. Thus D  H (U ,£ j U^j ^  0. It follows that 
U i £ j  Ui is Scott open.
Now let { t7f }t-gf be a finite family of Scott open sets. We will show that D jg f  U j  b Scott 
open. Let x GT Then x >  y for some y G n , - g j N o w  y €  for all t €  J, and
so * €  U j for all i €  I . Thus * €  f l lGj  Uj. Hence f i l€ J If,* = t  f l fg j  C^. Let D  C P  be a 
directed set with supD  €  Uj for all t €  7* Then supD  G Uj for all t G 7, and so D  f | Uj /  0 
for all i G7. Choose Xj E D  f | Uj for each t € 1 . Let x be an upper bound in D  for {S |} |£ j>  
Then for each * G 7, * > * j , so * G Uj . Thus x  G Uj for all i G 7, and so x G Dt-£j Uj. Hence 
D m i e J Uj) 0. It follows that D jg j Uj b  Scott open. •
Let P  be a  poset. The topology on P  consisting of Scott open sets b  called the Scott 
topology. A subset A of P  b  Scott doeed if it Is closed with respect to the Scott topology.
Proposition 3.3: Let P  be a  poset, and A C P . Then A is Scott closed if and only if it 
satisfies the following conditions:
( 1 ) A = |A
(3) ft  D  is a directed subset of A such that supD  exists, then supD G A.
Proof! Let A be Scott dosed. Then P \ A  b Scott open. Thus P \ A  = |  (P \A ) .  Let 
x G i A. Then x <  yfor some yG A . If x G P \A ,th e n  y G t (P \A )  =  P \A ,  an impossibility. 
Thus x G A, and so i  A =  A. Let D  be a  directed set in P  such that D  C A. If su p D G P \A , 
then D f) (P \A )  56 0, an impossibility. Hence supD  G A  Thus A satisfies (1) and (3).
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Conversely, let A satisfy conditions (1) and (2). We will show that P \ A  is Scott open. 
Let x (-P \A). Then * >  y for some y £ P \ A  If x €  A,  then y € J A,  and so y €  A, an 
impossibility. Hence x €  P \A ,  and so t ( P \ A )  —  P \A . Let D  be a  directed set in P  such 
that supD  €  P \ A .  If £>f| ( P \  A)  =  0, then D C  A  and so supD €  A, an impossibility. Thus 
D fl (P \A ) 0. We have shown that P \ A  is Scott open, and so A is Scott dosed. A
Proposition 2.8: Let P  be a poset and x £  P.  Then the closure of { x }  in the Scott 
topology is j  x.
Proof! First we show that 1 x Is Scott closed. Clearly J ( J. x) =  1 x. Let D  be a directed 
set in P  with D C  I x. Then x is an upper bound on D,  and so supD <  x. Thus supD  €  1 x. 
ft follows that j  x is Scott dosed.
Let A be a Scott dosed set in P  with { x }  C A. Then j  x C A since 1 A =  A.  Thus J x 
is the closure of { x } .  4
Corollary 2 .4  The Scott topology on a poset P  Is a  Tq topology.
Prooft Let x and y be distinct elements of a poset P. Then either x f.  y or y £  x. Suppose 
without loss of generality that x JC y. Then x E P \  (1 y), and P \  (1 y) is a  Scott open set 
which misses y. 6
Coro Usury 2.6: If the Scott topology on a poset P  is Tj, then the partial order on P  is 
the diagonal order. (Le., for x, y €  P , x < y if and only if z  =  y.)
Proof! Suppose the Scott topology on P  is Tj. Then fbr x €  P , the closure of { x }  Is 
{ x}, so { x }  =  J x. Thus y <  x if and only if y =  x. A
§ 8. Scott continuous maps
Let P  and Q  be posets. A map / : P  —► Q  Is Scott continuous If /  is continuous with 
respect to the Scott topology. In this section we will characterize Scott continuous maps in 
terms of their order properties.
Proposition 8.1: Scott continuous maps preserve order.
Proof! Let P  and Q  be posets, and let / :  P  -+ Q be Scott continuous. Let x, y €  P, with
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x <  y. Then x €1  y =  { y}. Thru
/(*) €/(?»>) Q f ( { y } )  =  m = i f ( y ) ,
and so /(x )  <  / ( y). Thus /  Is order-preserving. 4
Corollary 3.2; Let P  and Q  be up-complete posets with zero. Let D be a  directed subset 
of P,  and f ' .P  —► <5 be an order-preserving map. Then /(£>) is directed by Lemma 2.1.1, and 
so sup/(D ) exists.
Lam ina 8 .8 : Let P  and Q  be up-complete posets with zero, let / : P  —► Q  be order- 
preserving, and let D  be a directed subset of P.  Then /(sup  D) Is an upper bound on /(D ), 
and hence sup /(D ) <  /(supD ).
Proof! Let d £  D. Then d <  supD, and so /(d ) <  /(supD ). Thus /(supD ) is an upper 
bound on /(D ). 41
Proposition 8.4: Let P  and Q  be up-complete posets with zero, and f ' .P —̂ Q.  Then /  
Is Scott continuous if and only if /(supD ) =  sup/(D ) fbr every directed subset D  of P.
Proof! Suppose that f is Scott continuous. Then f is order-preserving, and so /(supD ) is 
an upper bound on /(D ) by Lemma 2.3.3. Let x be an upper bound on /(D ). Then /(D ) C |  x. 
Thus sup /(D ) x since /(D ) is directed and 1 x is Scott closed. Thus sup/(D ) <  x. We 
have shown that sup/(D ) =  /(supD ).
Conversely, suppose that /(supD ) =  sup /(D ) for every directed set D  C P . Let V  be 
a  Scott open set In Q. We will show that f ~ \ v )  Is Scott open in P . Let x €  / ” 1 (V), 
and let y >  x. Then /(x ) €  V,  and f ( y )  > /(x ). Thus / ( y) €  V, and so y €  / _ 1 (V’). 
It follows that / —1 (V) = t  f ~ l (V’). Let D  be a directed set in P , with supD €  / ' “ 1 (V’). 
Then sup /(D ) =  /(supD ) €  V.  Now /(D ) fl V yt 0 since /(D ) is directed. Let d 6  D, with 
/(d ) €  If. Then d €  D f) / _ 1 (V) and so D f | Z” 1^ )  /  0. *
Proposition 8.5: Let P  and Q  be up-complete posets with zero, and let / : P  —*■ Q  be an 
order-isomorphism. Then /  is a  homeomorphism with respect to the Scott topology.
Proof! Let D  be a directed set in P . Then /(supD ) is an upper bound on /(D ) by 
Lemma 2.3.3. Let y be an upper bound on /(D ). Then for x €  D, /(x ) <  y, and so x =  
/ _ 1 /(x ) <  / - 1 (y). Thus y(y) is an upper bound on D, and hence supD <  / - 1 (y). Thus
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/(supD ) <  f f ~ 1 (y) =  y. ft follows that /(supD ) =  sup/(D ), and so /  is Scott continuous. 
Similarly is Scott continuous. 4
§ 4. Products
Let {Pj }^gf be a  family of posets. The Cartesian product of the family is II Pf- , 
and *j'. n , 6 I p j - . p J denotes the usual projection. We order I l j g jF j  as follows: for
*,y  € l l  j£r*V>
x  <  y if and only if Xj(s) <  Xj(y) for all /  E J.
It is clear that this is a  partial order, and that the Xj are order-preserving.
P roposition  4.1: Let {P j be a family of up-complete posets with zero. Then 
I l jg f F j  is an up-complete poset with zero, and eadi * j :II j^ jP j  ** ScoM>contlnuous.
P ro o f  Let Oj denote the zero of P j  for each j  E I.  Define 0  €  II ,-gj Pj by ^ ( 0 ) =  Oj 
for all j  E  I.  Then 0 is clearly a  zero for II jg j  P j. Now Xj(D) is directed for each j  6  I  by 
Lemma 3.3.3. Thus we may define d E II jg /P j  by jry(d) =  sup Xj(D) for all j  E  /• Then for 
s  €  D, Xj(x) <  Kj(d) for all j  E  I,  so that s  <  d. Thus d is an upper bound of D. Let y 
be an upper bound on D. Then if s 6  *j(D) , s  =  *j-(x) for some i £ D .  Now * <  y, and so 
•  <  *y(y). Thus sy(y) is an upper bound on *j(D),  and so Xj(d) <  sy(y). This is true for 
all /  €  1, and so d  <  y. I t follows tha t i  =  supD, and that II jg f  P j is an up-complete poset 
with zero. Furthermore, we have shown that wy (sup D) =  supjry(D), and hence that each Xj 
is Scott-continuous. 0
L em m a 4.2: Let {Pj } jg j be a family of up-complete posets with zero, and let j  E J. 
Let *j € P j  for each i E I  with t & j.  Define ej ' P j  —♦ II j£ jP j  by
= { * *  l l t ’j
for k  E l  and x E P j .  Then ej  is Scott continuous.
Proof! Let x , y E  Pj,  with x <  y. Let fc £  I. If fc /  j ,  then Xfce j ( x )  =  =  s^ej(y). If
fc =  j ,  then x^ejis)  =  x <  y =  ar^e^y). Therefore Sj-e^x) <  xk ej(y) for all k  €  J, and so 
ey(x) <  ej(y). Thus is order-preserving.
Let D  be a directed set in Pj.  Then ey(supD) is an upper bound of ej(D)  by Lemma 2.3.3. 
Let z  be an upper bound of e^-(D). Let h E l .  Assume that k  j t  j .  Then s^ey(supD) =  Xj.
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Let d  €  D. Then ej(d) <  z, and so x^ =  K^e^d)  <  jr^(x). Thus *key(aupD) <  s^Os). 
Now assume that fc =  / .  Then fl^e^(snpD) =  supD. fb r d £  D,tj{£)  <  z, and therefore 
d  =  ic^ejid) <  ^ nu *fc(z) I* ^  upper bound of D, and so supD <  ir^(z). We have
shown that ir^ey(supD) <  *fc(s) for all k  6  I,  and it followB that ey(supD) =  supey(D). Thus 
gj is Scott continuous. 6
Lamina. 4 .8 : Let P, Q,  and A be up-complete posets with zero. Let f : P  —+ Q  and 
g:P —► A be Scott continuous maps. Define /  X 9 'P  — Q  X A by /  X y(x) =  (f(x),g(x))  for 
x 6  A. Then /  X g la Scott continuous.
Proof! Clearly /  X g is order-preserving. Let D  be a  directed subset of P.  Then ( /  X 
y)(supD) is an upper bound of ( /  X g)(D) by Lemma 2.3.3. Let y be an upper bound of 
( /  X y)(D). Let d €  D. Then ( /  X g)(d) =  (f(d),g(d)) <  y. Thus /(d ) <  ^ (y ) ,  and 
g(d) <  *^(y). Therefore jrj(y) is an upper bound of /(D ), and ^ (y )  i» an upper bound 
of g(D). Thus sup/(D ) <  ffj/y), and supy(D) <  ^ (d ) .  It follows that ( /  X y)(supD) =  
( / (sup D), y(sup D)) <  y. Thus ( /  xy)(supD ) =  sup(/ x  g)(D). •
§ 6. Adjoint*
Let P  and Q  be posets. A pair (/,</) of order-preserving maps /  : P  -* Q  and g : Q - * P  
Is an adjunction between P  and Q  If /(x ) >  y Is equivalent to x >  g(y). We call /  an uppar 
ad jo in t and g a lower adjoint.
P roposition  5.1: Lower adjoint* preserve sups.
Proof! Let ( /,  <7) be an adjunction between P  and Q. Let S  C Q. Assume that supS 
exists. Now y(supS) is an upper bound of g(S) by Lemma 2.3.3. Let x be an upper bound 
of g(S). Then for y €  S,  x  >  y(y), so /(x ) >  y. Thus /(x ) is an upper bound of S,  and so 
/(x ) >  sup S. Hence x >  y(supS). It follows that y(supS) =  supy(S). A
Proposition  5.2: Let P  and Q  be posets, and let f i P  —*■ Q  and gr.Q —► F  be order- 
preserving maps. Let I p  be the identity map of P , and let Iq  be identity map on Q. Then 
the following are equivalent:
(1) (/,</) is an adjunction between P  and Q, and /  is suijective. (2) (/,</) is an adjunction 
between P  and Q, and y(y) =  m in /—1 (y) for all y <EQ. (3) f g  =  Iq , and g j  <  Ip .
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Proof! (1) =*• (2).
Assume that (1) holds. Let x £  Then /(x ) =  y, so /(x )  >  y. Thus x >  g(y), and so
g(y) is a lower bound on / “ 1 (y). Since /  Is order-preserving, /(x ) >  f (g(y )) . But g(y) >  y(y), 
«> /(fl(y)) >  y« Thus y =  /(x )  >  /(jf(y)) >  y, and so y =  /(y (y )). Thus g(y) €  / _ 1 (y)- It 
follows that y(y) =  min / “ *(y).
(2) = > (3 ) .
Assume that (2) holds. Let y €  Q. Then g(y) £  / - 1 (y), so /(y(y)) =  y. Thus /y  =  J g .  Let 
x £ P .  Then /(x ) >  /(x ), so x >  y (/(x )) . Thus <7/  <  I p .
(3) =► (!).
Assume that (3) holds. Clearly /  is suijective. If /(x ) >  y, then x >  y/(x) >  y(y) since g is 
order-preserving. If x >  g(y), then /(x ) >  /y(y) =  y. Thus /(x ) >  y if and only if x >  y(y). 4  
Note that (2) shows that an upper adjoint uniquely determines its lower adjoint.
Lem m a 5.3: Let P  and Q  be posets with zero, and let /  : P  —► Q  be a suijective upper 
adjoint. Let g be the lower adjoint of / .  Let Op be the zero of P , and Ogbe the zero of Q. 
Then /(O p )= O g .
Proof! O p <  y (O g )  and hence / ( O p )  < /y ( O g )  =  O g . But clearly O g  < / ( O p ) .  4!
Proposition  5.4: Let P ,  Q, and R  be posets. Let (e, /)b e  an adjunction between P  and 
Q, and let (y,h)be an adjunction between Qand R.  Then (ye, fh )  is an adjunction between 
Pand JR.
Proof! Clearly ge and f h  are order-preserving. Let x €  P  and a £  A. Then ye(x) >  z  if 
and only if e(x) >  h(z) if and only if x >  fh(z).  A
§ 6. Posets o f Mappings
Let P  and Q  be up-complete posets with zero. Then denotes the set of all mappings 
from P  to Q.  We partially order Q** as follows. Let f , g  £  Q *\ Then /  <  y if and only if 
/(®) <  y(*) for all x £ P .  If AC<J** and x £ P ,  then A(x) will denote the set { /(x )  | /  £ A } .
Lem m a 6.1: Let P  and Q  be posets, and let D  be a directed subset of . Then D{x) 
is directed for all x £ P .
Proof! Let u, w £  D(x).  Then u =  /(x ) and « =  y(x), where / ,y  £  D. Let h  £  D  with
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f  < h  an d g < h. Then /(* ) <  h(x), g(x) < h(x), and h(x) 6 D(x). 4
P rop o iitio n  6.2s Let P  and Q  be up-complete posets with zero. Then Q?3 is an up- 
complete poset with zero.
Proof! Let 0 be the zero of Q. Let z:P  -► Q  by z(x)  =  0 for all x € P .  Then x is a zero 
for Let D  be a directed Bet in Q**. Then D(x) iB directed for all x €  P  by Lemma 2.6.L 
Thus we may define diP  —fQ  by d(x) =  supJD(x) for all x € P .  We will show that d =  sup D. 
Let f  GD.  Then for x €  P,  /(x )  < supD(x) = <£(x). Thus /  < d, and b o  d is an upper bound 
of D.  Let g be an upper bound of D. Let i g P ,  Fbr all /  €  D, f  < g, and so /(x ) <  g(x). 
Thus g(x) is an upper bound on D(x), and hence d(x) =  sup D(x) <  g(x). This inequality 
holds for all x <£P, and so d <  g. Thus d =  supD. 6
Let P  and Q  be up-complete posets with zero. Then [ P  -+ Q ] will denote the set of all 
Scott-continuous mappings from P  into Q.
Proposition  6 .8 : Let P  and Q  be up-complete posets with zero. Then [ P  —*■ Q  ] is an 
up-complete poset with zero.
Prooft Let z:P  —*■ Q be defined as above. Then z  is a zero for [ P  —*■ Q  ]. Let D  be a 
directed subset of [ P  —*■ Q  J. As above, D(x) is directed, and hence we may define <LP —«■ Q 
by d(x) — sup D(x). We will show that d =  supD, where we take the sup in [ P  —*• Q ]. 
Since d =  supD  in Q**, it suffices to show that d €  [ P  -+ Q  ]• Thus we must show that d 
is Scott continuous. Let x, y £  P , with x <  y. Let /  6  D.  Then f (x )  <  / ( y) <  supD(y). 
Thus supD(y) is an upper bound of D(x), and so supD(x) <  supD(y). Thus d(x) <  d(y), and 
hence d is order-preserving. Let A be a  directed subset of P. Then <f(supA) is an upper bound 
of d(A). Let y be an upper bound of <f(A). Let /  €  D.  Then for x €  A, f ( x)  <  d(x) <  y. Thus 
y is an upper bound of /(A ), and so /(sup  A) =  sup/(A ) <  y. Hence y is an upper bound of 
D(8upA), and so d(supA) <  y. Thus d(supA) =  sup<f(A). 4
P roposition  6.4: Let P  and Q  be posets. Let c [ P - + Q ] X < J —* Q be defined by 
e(/, x) =  f (x) .  Then e is Scott continuous.
Proofc Fir at we will show that e is order-preserving. Let (/,x ), (g,y) £  [ P  Q  ] X Q, 
with (/, x) <  (g, y). Then /  <  g and x <  y. Thus
«(/,*) =  /(* ) <  / ( y) <  g (y) =  e(g, y).
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Hence e is order-preserving.
Let D  be a directed set in [ P  -+ Q  J X Q. Then e(supD) is an upper bound of e(D) by 
Lemma 2.3.3. Let jtj and * 3  be the usual projections on [ P  —f Q ] x  Q. Let y be an npper 
bound for e(D). Let /  €  jr^CD), and x €  *3 (1?). Then there exists z such that ( / , x) €  D  and 
5  such that (g,x) G D. There exists (h, t t ) £ P  such that (/,x ) <  (h, u) and (y,x) <  (h, u). 
Now /(x ) <  /(ti) <  h(v) <  y. This holds for all x €  ^ (D ) ,  and hence y is an upper bound 
of f i  • Thus sup /fjr^D )) <  y. But /  Is Scott continuous, so /(sup  jt2 (jD)) <  y. This 
holds for all /  G so y is an upper bound on jr^(I?)(sup n^ ip )) . Thus
( sup kj(D)) ( sup *2 (L>)) =  aup *!(!>)(sup ̂ ( P ) )  <  y,
and so
e( sup tti(D), sup 5t2 (D)) <  y.
But
sup D  =  (aup s-j(D), sup 
and so e(supD) <  y. Thus e(sup£>) =  supe(D). 6
Proposition  6.5: Let P , Q, and A be up-complete posets with zero, and let
be defined by c(/)(x)(y) =  /(x , y) for /  G 1 F  X Q -*■ A 1, x €  P , and y €  Q. Then the image 
of c is contained in [ P  —*■ [ Q  —*■ A ] ] .
Prooft Let /  G [ F  X Q —*■ A ] and x G P . Let D  be a  directed set in Q. Now {x}  X D  is 
a  directed set in P  X Q, and sup({x} x c )  =  (x,supD). Therefore
c(/)(x)(supD) =  /(x ,supD )
=  /(« » p ({ * > X l^ )
» s u p / ( { x } x r )
=  sup c(/)(x)(D).
Thus c(/)(x) is Scott continuous.
Now we will show that c ( / ) g [  F -* (< ? —►A]]. Let D 1 be a directed set in P . Then for 
all y € Q ,
c(f)(supD ;)(y) =  /(sup  l / ,  y).
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As before, c f  X { y} is a directed set in P  X Q, and s u p l /  X { y} =  (su p l/ ,  y). Thus
/ ( s u p y) =  /(su p  x { y})
=  s u p /( i^  X { y »
=  *tip(c(/)(D,)(y))
=  sup( <</)(!/)) (y).
Thus for all y €  <?,
c(/)(supl>')(y) =  (supc(/)(l/))(y ),
and so
c (/)(su p l/)  =  s ra p c t/ )^ ) .
Hence c(/) is Scott continuous. 4
Proposition 6.6: Let P , <?, and A be up-complete posets with zero, and let
c':[ P -► [< ?-+ « ]] -+JFtPx<?
be defined bgr </(/)(*, y) =s /(x )( y) for /  €  [ P  — I Q “ ► R  ] ] , x €  P , and y €  Q- Then the 
image of </ is contained in [ P  X Q  —*■ R  ].
Proof! Let /  €  [ P  —*■ [ —*• A ] ]. Let D  be a directed subset of P  X Q. Then
supD =  (sup *i(D), sup * 2  (■£?)).
Thus
J  (/)(supD ) =  /(su p  (£>))( sup jt2 (D)) .
Now
c'(/)(Z>) =  { c '(/)(x , y) | («, y) 6  D> =  {/(x)(y) | (x, y)G£?}.
Thus we must show that
/(sup  *x(D)) (sup jt2 (D)) 5= sup{/(x)(y) | (x, y) €  D>.
Let (x, y) €  D. Then x <  sup *j(D ), and so /(x ) <  / (  sup Jrj(JD)). Now y <  sup jt2 (D) , and so 
/(* )(y) <  /(*)(™ P *2 (D)) < /(su p  *i(I>)) ( sup jt2 (D)) .
Thus /(supjtj(D )) (sups2 (D)) is an upper bound on {/(x)(y) | (x, y) €  D }.
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Let * be an upper bound on { /(z)(y) I (*, y) € D }.  Let z  €  Then (z, v) E D  for
some v £ Q .  If y €  h^CD), t îen f a  Sf) €  ® *°r 10X06 *  G P* There exist to G F  and z G Q such 
that (z, v) <  (w,z) and (u, y) <  (tu,z). Then z  <  to and y  <  z. Thus /(z )  <  /(to), and so
/ ( * ) ( » ) < /W ( » ) < / W W < < -
Hence t  is an upper bound on /(z )(  ̂ (J?)) • Thus
/(»)(sup jt3 (D)) =  sup/(x)(x 3 (D)) < t .
Now /  is Scott continuous, and so
/(su p  **(!>)) =  sup / (  « i(D )).
Thus
/(s u p »!(!?))(aup*i(D)) =  (su p /fa ^ D )))  (aupx2 (D))
=  sup (/U iC D )) (sup * 2  (£>))).
But t  is an upper bound on / ( irj(I?)) ( sup ̂ ( D ) ) , and so
sup (/( *i(D)) ( sup jt2 (D))) <  t.
Thus
/ (  sup irj (!>)) ( sup sr2  (D)) < t .
We have shown that
/(supjr^JD)) (sup jt2 (D)) s  sup{/(z)(y) | (z ,y ) € D } .
Therefore </(/) is Scott continuous. 4
P roposition  6.7: Let P, Q, and R  be up-complete posets with zero. Then the maps 
c : [ P x Q —* f t ] —*•[ F  -+ [ Q —* JR ] ]
and
</:[ P* —►[<?—*■« ] ]  - + [ f  X < ) - + i l ]
defined above are order isomorphisms, and J  =  c—
Proofi First we will shew that c is order-preserving. Let f ,g  €  [ P  X Q  -* R  J, with /  <  g. 
Let z  €  P  and y 6  Q. Then
(/)(*)(!/) =  / f a  y) < s f a  y) =  c(g)(*)( y).
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The inequality holds for all y€ .Q ,  and so c(/)(z) <  0(3 ) (z). This inequality holds for all i g P ,  
and therefore c(/) <  c(g).
Next we will show that d  is order preserving. Let f , g  6  [ P  —► [ Q  —► i t  ] ], with /  <  g. 
Then /( z )  <  g(z). Thus
y) -  f(x)(y)  <  y(a)(y) =  d(g)(x, y).
This inequality holds for all (z, y) G P  X Q, and therefore </(/) <  d(g).
Finally, we will show tha t d  =  c ~ L e t  /  6  [ P  X —*■ f t ]. Then
c'<Kf)(x, y) =  c(/)(z)(y) =  /(z , y)
for all (z,y) 6 P  X Q. Thus dc(f)  =  / .  Let 3 € [ P - * [ g —►ft]]. Let z  G P  and y € Q .  
Then
cc'(g)(z)(y) =  d(g)(x, y) =g(x)(y).
The equality holds for all yG Q ,  and so cd(g)(x) =  g(x). But this equality holds for all z  €  P , 
and therefore cd(g) =  g. 4
Proposition 6.8: Let P , Q, and f t be up-complete posets with zero. Define C: [ P  —► 
Q ] x l g - > R ] - + [ P - * J t ] b y C ( / , f f )  =  <7/ f o r / € [ P - * Q ] a n d y e ! Q - * P ] .  ThenCIs  
Scott continuous.
Prooft First we will show that C  is order-preserving. Let (e ,/), (g,h) G I P  —1► Q  ] X[ Q  -*  
R  ], with (e ,/)  <  (g,h). Then
<?(«,/)(*) =  e/(z) <  hf(x)  < hg(x) =  C(g,h)(z).
The inequalities hold for all x E D ,  and so C(e, / )  <  C(g, h).
Let D  be a directed set in [ P  —► Q ] X [ Q —► ft ]. Since C  is order-preserving, C(supD) 
is an upper bound of C(D). Now supD  =  ( sup sup jt3 (D)) . Thus
C(supD) =  (sup *2 (D)) o (su p ^ (D ))
. Let k  €  [ P  —► ft ] be an upper bound of C(D). Let /  €  jtj(X>) and g €  *2 (P)- T îen 
there exist a  €  wi(X>) and 6  G JTj(D) such that ( / , 6) G D  and (0 , 3 ) €  D. There exists 
(c,d) G D  such that ( / , 6) <  (c,d) and (a, 3 ) <  (c,d). Thus 3  <  d and /  <  c. For all z  €  D, 
3 /(z )  <  4f(z) <  dc(z). Hence 3 /  <  dc <  h. Thus h is an upper bound on c(ffj(D ) X {3 }).
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Let * €  F . Then
g o (aup jcjCD)) (a) =  g((sup n^D ))  (a))
=  g( sup()r1 (D)(a)))
=  supg*i (!?)(»)
=  supC U i(D ) X {g}) (a)
=  (aupC(»r1 (D) x {g})) (a).
The equalities hold for all a  €  F , and so g o sup xj(D) =  supC(jrj{D) x  {<7}) <  h. This
Inequality holds for all g €  [ Q —*■ R  ], and so h  Is an upper bound on c (  *^(D) X{ sup jt3 (D) }).
Let a€EF. Then
(sup 115(D)) o ( sup ̂ (D ))  (a) =  ( sup x3 (D)) o (su p *1 (1?)) (a)
=  sup (x 3 (D)(supjr1 (D)(a)))
=  sup ( c (  x3 (D) X {sup *i(D) >) (a))
=  (supC<jr3 (D) X {supjr^D }})) (a).
These equalities hold for all a  €  F , and so
(sup*i(i?)) o(supxv}(i7)) =  supC(x2 (D) X { JTi(JD) >) <  h.
Therefore
C(supD) =  (supx3 (D)) o (supx 1 (D)) =  supC(D). 4
§ 7. Tha C ategory  U
Let U denote the category whose objects are up-complete posets with zero, and whose 
morphia ms are surjective Scott-continuous upper adjoints. For a morphism / : P  —*■ Q  , we 
denote the lower adjoint of /  by / .  Note that by Proposition 2.5.1, lower adjoints between 
up-complete posets with zero are always Scott-contlnuous.
P roposition  7.1: Let {F,-},- 6 1 be a family of up<omplete posets with zero. Then the 
usual projections Xy: II —*-Pj are surjectire Scott-continuous upper adjoints.
Proof! We have shown that the Wj are Scott-continuous. Let Qj be the zero of Pj  for each 
j  e  JT. Define ej-.Pj -*■ II jg j  F,- by
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for j , k  €  J  and a €  Pj-  Then ej Is order-preserving. Let I j  be the identity map on Pj ,  and 
let 1 be the identity map on II ,-gj Pj- Then *yey(s) =  a for all a €  Pj,  and so XjCj =  I j .  Let 
x G llg-g/Pj. Then
Thus Kk ej*j(x)  <  xk (x) for all k  €  I ,  and therefore CjXj(x) <  x. Hence CjXj <  X. Thus Xj
A
is a  suijective upper adjoint, and ey =  (jry) . 4ft
A projective system  in U is a family { Pj } j£ j <>*er a  directed poset I  of up-complete
Let Xji lim P j —♦ Pj  be the restriction of the usual projection map on II jg j  P j for each j  g 1 . 
Then lim P j is an up-complete poset with zero, and each Xj is a suijective Scott continuous 
upper adjoint.
Pro© ft Let Oj be the zero of Pj  for each j  g  I.  If we define 0 €  II jg j  P j by Xj (0) =  0y for 
all j  £  I, then 0 €  lim P j by Lemma 2.5.3. Clearly 0 is a zero for lim P j. Let D  be a directed 
set in lim P j. Define i  €  II jgy  P j by *y(<f) =  sup*y(D) for all j  €  I. We show that d is the 
supremnm of D  in lim P j. Since d is the supremum of D  in II jg j  P j, it sufftes to show that
posets with zero equipped with a  collection { pj } °f morphisms such that
(1) p j: P j  —*P j for all i , j  €  I  with » <  j .
(2) pj is the identity map on P j for all i €  I -
(3) the following diagram commutes for all i , j ,  k  g  I  with i <  j  <  k.
The pj are called bonding maps.
P roposition  7.2: Let {Pj } jg j be a projective system in U with bonding maps
\  We define V̂ Pi h j
lim P.- — I x g T T  P .
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d€ lim P .-. Now ■*— *
pj(<9 =  pf (supJTjCJD)) =  suppj Xy(I>) =  sup *j(D) =
T h u  d =  sup D, and so lim Ft- is an np-complete poset with zero.
We hare also shown that snp xy(D) =  Ty(supD) for every directed set D  C lim Pj. 
Therefore xy Is Scott continuous. We now show that xy is a  suijective upper adjoint. We 
define ey: Py —► lim Pj as follows:
*kej 8̂) =  (8) where j  <  I and k  <  I
for all j , k  E I  and a €  P j • We must show that ey is well defined. Let 2, m £  I , j  <  m, j  <  I, 
j  <  m, and fc <  m. Then there exists » 6  /  such that 2 <  »  and m  <  n. Now
=  (pj) (®)
a
=  J£(pJ) (»)■
Thus ey is well defined. Note that for f c < j w e  may take 2 =  j ,  and so
V j W  =  Pj (pj) (») =  pj(®)- 
If j  <  fc, then we may take I =  fc, and so
*fc*j(®) =  Pfc(f£) (8) =  (Py) (»)•
Now we show that ey is order-preserving. Let e ,t G Pj, with a <  t. Let k  E l .  Choose 
2 €  I  such that j ,  fc <  2. Then
,rfcej ( 8) =  Pjfc(^) (®)<j£(py) W - ' k C j W -  
The inequality holds for all fc £  J, and so ey(s) <  «y(t)- Therefore ey is order-preserving.
Nowwe show that ey is a lower adjoint for xy. Let s 6  Py. Then xyey(s) =  p j(p j) (») =  »• 
Thus xyey =  Jy. Let x E  lim P(-, and let k  £  I . Choose 2 such that j  <  2 and k  <  2. Then
A  .A.
x-fceyxy(x) =  j ^ ( ^ )  ’fy(*) =  Pfc(py) p£*j(*)
=  Pfc^C4) =  wfc(*)-
Thus eyxy(s) <  x, and therefore eyxy <  JT. Thus xy is a surjectlve upper adjoint, and
« y = ( X y f . *
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Lemma 7.8: Let { -P, } fg j  be a projective system in U with bonding maps
A
Let x €  lim P{- Then x =  supjgj (xj) Xj(x).
Prooft (xj) Xj(x) <  x, so x is an upper bound of { (xj) Xj(x)} Let y be an upper 
bound. Then for j  €  I, (*j) *j(x)  <  y, so *•■(»■) ^ (x )  <  ny(y). Thus sy(x) < Kj(y). This
A
inequality holds for all j  €  I ,  and so x <  y. Thus x =  supjgj (xj) Xj(x). 6
§ 8. Fixed Points o f Functors
Let 7  be a self-functor of U. In this section we show how one may construct “fixed points” 
for 7  (assuming that 7  satisfies certain technical conditions). By a fixed point for 7  we mean 
an up-complete poset with zero F  such that F  is isomorphic to 7(F).
Let F  be an up-complete poset with zero, and assume that there exists a surjective Scott 
continuous upper adjoint / :  7{P) —*P. Then we construct a  projective system indexed by the 
non-negative integers. We define a sequence { P j },>o ** follows:
t P o = r
\ P j+ 1  = 7(Pj)  if j > 0 .
We define a sequence { /ji  P» l ^ Pi } j> 0  as follows:
i f o = f
\ f j + l  = 7 ( fj ) i f i > 0 .
Let I j  be the identity map on P j  for eadi j  >  0. We define a system { f?  iP j  -+P^} (X j< j as 
follows:
if * > 0
K - A / j + l - Z y - l  t<> <<<>■
Then { Fj }j>o is a projective system in U with bonding maps { f?  } o<»<;' Note that 7( f l )  =
J + l
M +l '
Before proceeding to the main theorem we prove two extremely useful lemmas.
Lem m a 8.1: Let F  be a  up-complete poset with zero. Let /  be a  directed set, and let 
{ x? } j j g j  be subset of F  such that
(1) for all i , j ,  k € I , j < k  implies X jj <  Xj^, and
(3) for all *, j ,  fc €  I , * <  k  implies Xj j  <  x ^ j .
Prooft Let k  £  J. Then x ^ j .  <  sup^-g j i , j . This holds for all fc G J , and so 
supj-gj j .  Let k,l £  I ,  Then there exists m  £  I  such that k  <  m  and
I <  m. Then
*fc,l ^ xmJ ^**"»m < sup!* ;.
i£ I
'rina  * i,i £  aupi'6 /  *»,*■ Therefore 8UP»,jGJ *»,i =  raP ier xi,i-
Now
for all fc,I €■ I ,  and so
xl. I <  snp xu i  <  sup( snp .)
snp */ .• <  s u p ( s u p A.  
i , j£ I  i£J j£X J
Abo 1 — stlP*,j€J * i j  f°r  I €  I, and so
snp x^  ■ <  snp *• •. 
j£ J  i , j&
But thb  holds for all k £  I, and so
Thus
Similarly
8up( sup ij- .•) <  sup xf- 
i e i  j &  ~ i j &
sup( snp xv.) =  snp xf- 
i£J j£ J  i j &
iap (n ipS | ,) =  rap *• ... 4
i &  <er ' J  < j&
Lemma 8.2: Let J be a  directed set. Let P ^ , .. ■ >Pn^i be up-complete posets with 
zero. Fbr 0 < » <  n. let { —*■ jP j J jg j  be a collection of Scott continuous maps
such that f j  <  ft* whenever j , k  £  J, j  <  k, and 0 <  » <  tt, and let /,• =  su p jg j /j?. Then 
/ l< > - . -o /n  =  8npye J / J o . . . o / ^ .
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P roo & First we treat the case n  =  3. Let x 6  P . Then 
f l  °  /a(*) = / l ° (  snP f l )  (x)
= / i (  n ip /£(*))
i e x
=  sup f i f l ( x )  
i € I
=  sup(sup / f )  o ^ (x )
=  sttp ( b j  Lemma 3.8.1 )
; e i
=  ( s u p / J / j ( x ) .  
j € /
Thus / j  o / 2  =  snpj e j  / ^ .
Now we precede by induction. Assume that f ^ o . . .  =  3UP j£J / j  °  °  /^ _ j -  Fbr
each j  € J ,  define l^ :P t t -+ P 1  by F̂ - =  o. Then Fy <  F^ for j , k & I ,  and j  <fc.
Define F :P it -*■ P j  by F  =  o . . .  o Then





/ l  °  • • ■ °  f n  — F  °  / a
=  sup F.- o ( since the lemma holds in the case n  =  3 )
j e t
=  s u p / ? o . . . o / ^ .  A 
3 &
T heorem  8 .8 : Let P  be an up-complete poset with zero. Let f  be a self functor of U 
such that Mor([ P  -+ P  ],p ) /  0. Define {Py and { f?  J 0< t< j  M abofe, where /q  is 
chosen in Mor( [ P  —*• P  J, p ) . Let lim P,- —► P j  be the usual projection for each j  >  0. Let 
X be the identity map on lim P^, and let I* be the identity map on y(llm Py). Assume that 
sraP i> o (, ‘(,li)) *■(*,) =  J''- Then f {  Urn Py) is order isomorphic to limPy.
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Prooft Consider the diagram below:
l i m P v
(*}+!> Fi + 1 n*<)
pm  =  K P j)
For j  >  0, we define fl^iijm -*■ f(ljm  P-j by =  (T(*j)) 
9 j : y(lmaPj) -*  Urn P,- by 9 j  =  (wy+i) T(*j). Let 0 < i < j .  1
*j'+1 ' Similarly we define 
Then
* , =(*(*•»)) *i+ 1
=(*/fo>) 4 h ’v+i
- { * #  n y )  t g l ' j + i
=(n*,)f(rt$ ) 4 8 *j+i
=*j>
and
•* =  (**+i) r K )
=<4 S+ i> M *)
< (* y + i )  K * j)
- 9 ,
Thns {4fy }^>o and { 9 j  }j>Q are increasing sequences. We may therefore define
a e l U m P ^ - * -  jO bnP^) ]
by » = s i ip |  >0 * |-J and
* € [  jO hnP^) -+ lim P ; J
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by *  a* supt > 0  We show that 9  =  # —1. Now
9 9  =  sup 
i> 0
and
=  sup()ri+ 1) f(jrt)( y(jr,)) ?ri+1 
*>0
=  snp(iri+ i)  xi+1 
» > 0
=  X ( b y  Lemma 2.7.3 ),
9 9  =  sup 9^9+ 
i> 0
=  sup (?■(*-)) »r|+ 1 (jr|+ 1 )
=  sup ( yfjr,-)) T ^ )  
i> 0
=  I7.
Unis 9  = 9
Chapter 8 
M odels for th e Lambda Calculua
We now apply the results of the preceding chapter to obtain models for the lambda calculus. 
The basic idea is as follows. The correspondence P  —*■ [ P  —► P  ] defines a self-functor of U 
which satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 2.8.3. We therefore obtain a fixed point Poo of this 
functor. Now Pqo “  isomorphic to [ Poo —* Poo ]> and by Theorem L3.1, Pco is a  model for 
the lambda calculus. We show that the correspondence P  —*■ Poo defines a  monofunctor, and 
finally, calculate the elements of Poo corresponding to several combinators.
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§ 1. The Construction o f M odels
We define a self-functor 5 of U as follows:
(1) For an up-complete poset with zero P , let S (P) =  [ P  —► P  ].
(2) Let P  and Q be up-complete posets with zero. Then for a surjecthre Scott continuous upper 
adjoint f : P  —*Q, define $ (/): $(P) —  S(Q) b j  S (f)(4) = f t ?  for <f> €  S(P).
Lem m a 1.1: Let P  and Q be up-complete posets with zero. Let f : P  —>Q be a  suijective 
Scott continuous upper adjoint. Then $ (/): 5(P) —*■ S(Q) is a suijective Scott continuous 
upper adjoint, and ($ (/))  (4) =  J 4 f  for all 4  €  S(Q).
Proofi Define
a : [ P —* - P ] - + [ P —t - Q ] x [ P —*-P] 
by a(<f>) =  ( /, <f>) for 4  €  [ P  -*  P  ]. Then a  is Scott continuous by Lemma 2.4.2. Define
0 : [ P - Q ] X [ P - + P ] - M P - Q 1
by 0(4, 4) = 4 4  for 4 € [ P  —► Q ] and 4  €  [ P  -h► P  ]. Then 0  is Scott continuous by 
Proposition 2.6.8. Define
T . [ P - Q ] - + [ P - Q ] X [ Q - * Q ]
by ^ 4 )  =  (4, / )  for 4  €  [ P  —► Q ]. Then 'i is Scott continuous by Lemma 2.4.2. Define
< 5 : [P -* < 3 ]X [Q —* Q ] —*-[P—* Q ]
by 6(4, p) =  P7  for ^  6  [ P  -+ Q ] and p €  [ Q -* Q J. Then 5 is Scott continuous by 
Proposition 2.6.8. Let 4  €  [ P  — Q J. Then
S'lfaW) = 6oc0(4, / )  =  W * )  =  W / )  =  f4 ?  = S(/)(*).
Therefore $ ( /)  =  <5/y/?a, and so S(f)  is Scott continuous. Define G: S(Q) —*■ S(Q) by G(4) =  
? 4 f  for 4  £  S(Q). Then G is order-preserving. Furthermore,
( S (/) o G) (D  =  S ( f ) ( f 4 f )  m s h s s  =  4
for all ^  €  S(Q), and
( g  o  ( S(/))) (4) = G( f4f )  = f J 4 f f  <  4 
for all €  S(P). Thus S ( f)  is a  surjective upper adjoint, and G =  ( S(f)) . 6
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Lem m a 1.2: Let P , Q, and R  be up-complete posets with zero. Let I  be the identity map 
on P, and let X1 be the identity map on S(P). Then S(«T) =  I 1. Let f : P  —*Q  and g: Q -*  Jt 
be snrjecthre Scott continuous upper adjoints. Then S(gf)  =  $(g) o S (/).
P ro o f  Let *  €  S(F). Then S(JT)(0) =  =  4>. Thus S(JT) =  I '.
Let <f> 6  S(P). Then
(S(gf))(<t>) = g f f a f f  = y /M 3  =  (S(g)) ( / * / ) =  (S(y)) o ($ (/))(* ). 
Thu. S(gf) = {S(g)) o (S ( / ) ) .  *
The two preceding lemmas show that S is indeed a functor. We show next that if P  is an 
up-complete poset with zero then M or(S(P),P) is never empty.
Lem m a 1.8: Let P  be an up-complete poset with zero. Let 0 be the zero of P .  Define 
eg: S(P) —*■ P  by eg(^) =  <K^) for ^  €  S(P). Then eg is a surjective Scott continuous upper 
acUoint.
P ro o f  Define
by ot(<f>) = (4>,0) for <f> E [ P  —*■ P  ]. Then a  is Scott continuous by Lemma 2.4.2. Define 
/ i : [ P —* P ] x P —►Pby 0 { f a )  s  f a )  for <f» €  [ P  -*■ P  ] and * €  P . Then 0  is Scott 
continuous by Proposition 2.6.8. Now
for <f> €  S(P), and so eg =  0a. Thus eg is Scott continuous. Define fc:P —*■ $(P) by fc(x)(y) =  x 
for x, y €  P . Then fc is order-preserving. For x €  P , egfc(x) =  fc(x)(0 ) =  x. For <p €  S(P) and 
x € P ,
This inequality holds for all x 6  P , and so fceg(^) <  <f>. Thus eg b a surjective upper adjoint,
T heorem  1 .4  Let P  be an up-complete poset with zero. We define a  sequence {Pj }|->g 
of up-complete posets with zero by
c c [ P - * P ] - * [ P - + P  ] X P
0ai4,)=0(4,,o) = m  = %(4>)
(fceg(0 ))(x) =  eg(<f>) =  f a )  < f a ) .
and k  =  (eg) . &
if * =  0 ; 
if * > 0 .
We define a sequence —► P{ }^>Q of map* as follows. Let <P €P ,_ |.i. Then
Proof! By Theorem 2.8.3, it sufires to show that aup^>Q ( S(w^)) S(w^) is the identity 
map on [ Poo —► Poo ]. Let <f>E[ Poo —*■ Poo 1- Then
onto [ Poo —► Poo ]•
It is now straightforward to show that Poo & a model for the lambda calculus.
Theorem  1.6: Let P  be an up-complete poset with zero. Then Pqo is an extensionai 
environment model for the A-calcuhu.
Proof! Consider the category whose objects are the Cartesian powers of P  and whose mor- 
phisms are Scott continuous functions. Then condition (1) of Theorem 1.3.1is clearly satisfied. 
Condition (2) follows from Lemma 2.4.3. Conditions (3) and (4a) follow from Proposition 2.6.5. 
Condition (4b) and extensionality follow from Theorem 3.1.4. We must show that condition (4b)
Let Jj be the Identity map on P^ for i >  0. We define a system of maps { e!:Pj -+ Pf-}
We define Poo =  limP,-, and 4^:Poo -+ [ Poo -►Poo 1 by
*»(*) =  ( S (*,)) 7Tj+ 1 (x) =  (K{) O ( JT|+ 1 (S)) O H|
for x GPoo* We define ( Poo Poo ] —* Poo by
=  (ifi+1) ° ( S(jr,0) (4 ) =  (**+1) ( v ^ v , )  ).
We define *  =  3UP»>o and 9  =  supj>Q Then 9  is an order isomorphism and 9  = 9'
rop(S(*»)) °(S(^))(<^) =  3up(S(x-i )) ( s - j^ i)  )
=  su p (^ ) *i
»>0
=  ( sup (s-,) rj) o <f{ sup (Wj) '*■,•) ( by Lemma 2.8.2 )
»>0 »>0
=  <p ( b y  Lemma 2.7.3 ). 4
The projective system {P(- },>o with bonding maps { e? } o « < y  ** the canonical
projective system  associated with P . 9  is called the canonical isomorphism from Pqo
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holds. Let jr* and jt3  be the projections from Poo to Paa- Define e: [ Pqo —► Poo ] X Poo -+ Poo 
t j  a) =  for Poo —* Poo ] and a £  Poo* bet (a, 6) €  Poo X P m . Then
App(a,6) =  4(a)(6) =  e(4(a),6) =  e o ( 4brj x  n>j)(a ,6).
Thus App =  eo (4*^ X *3 ) which is Scott continuous by Proposition 2.6.4 and Lemma 2.4.3. 4
§ 2 . The Category o f Ordered M odels
We now define the category 0  of ordered models for the lambda calculus. The objects of 
0  are up-complete posets with zero P  for which there exists an order isomorphism 4 p :P  —+ 
[ P  —*■ P  ]. Let P  and Q  be ordered models. Then a morphism from P  to Q is a surjective 
Scott continuous upper adjoint f : P  —*Q such that the following diagram commutes:
P f  Q
* P
[ F - F ]  SJ Q  IQ -+ Q ]
Proposition  2.1: Let P  and Q  be up-complete posets with zero. Let {P^ },->o be the 
canonical projective system associated with P . Let { pj }o<»<j be the bonding maps. For i > 0 
let JTjsFoo —*■ Pj be the usual projections. Let { }j>o be the canonical projective system 
associated with Q. Let { qj }o<j<y be the bonding maps. Fbr each i >  0  let p^'.Qoo Qj be 
the usual projection. Let f : P  -+ Q  be a surjective Scott continuous upper adjoint. Define a 
sequence { f^t —*■ },->g m f°U°wB:
i f  if 1 =  0 ;
=  I S (/t_ i )  i f i > 0 .
A.
Fbr each * >  0 , define PjiPoo -+ Qao by F, =  (pt ) Then {F,- },->q is an increasing
sequence, and so we may define foa'Poo —*• Qao by foo — 8UPi>o •**»■ Furthermore, the 
following diagram commutes:
Foo fao Qao
[ Poo —*■ Poo ] [ Quo —¥ Qoo ]
where 4 p :F a>  —► [ Poo —*■ Pao ) and Qq '.Qco —*■ { Qao -* Qao 1 are the canonical Isomor­
phisms.
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Pro© ft We show first that /,■ >  ( g j ^ )  / i _ 1 p{ _ 1  and (/*) >  ( j j J  ( A - l ) \ * _ i  for 
* >  0 . Let i =  1. Then for 4> €  [ P  -*-P J and * € F ,
(*) =  ((«o> /oPo(^)) W  
=  ((flo) (/o (^o ))))(* >
=  /o(*(o))
< /o U ( /o f ( * ) ) )
=  /o * (/o f(* )
=  S(/o)W(*)
= /!(* )(* )
=A(*)(*)-
Thus
/ i - i p ; _ i ^ )  (*) <  /,(*)(*)
for all * €  Q, and so
A - ip | - i (* )< A (* )
A.
for all ^  €  I F  -+ P  ]. Therefore A - l P j - i  <  A- Let ^  €  [ <3 -+ <5 ] and y €  P . Then
((p|_i) (A-i)%;_i(^)) (y) = ((pjH /ofA*)) (y)
=  ( ( po> (c /o r(^ (o ))))  (y)
=  ( /o f (* 0 ) )
< ( / or ( ^ /o (y )> )
=  (/o)% /o(p)
=  ( s ( /0)f (* )(y )
=  ( / i f (* ) (y )
= (Af W)W-
Thus
( ( p j - i )  (A - i) " « < - iW )  (y> ^  (A H * )(y )
for all y €  P . Therefore
(Pi-if (A_if «L<*> < (AM*)
for all ^  6  [ Q -*■ Q ], and so
We now proceed by induction. Assume that
< ( / /
and
<  f i
for i >  1. Let $  6  Then
- { s t o U J  4 - i M - i t i - d
= ( p ’_ 1) ( f i - J i U H i U )  f i - i v ' i - i
A.
<  (/j)  ( by the Induction hypothesis )
= ( s ( / , - ) f w
= ( / l+ 1 r w .
T h u s
(pj+ i ) ( / tr  «j+ i (^) <  ( f i+1f w
for all ^  €  Q,+i> and so
(p‘+ 1f ( / i ) % ; + l  < (% !> '■
Let Then
(«;+1) /,p*+ 1 w = («;+1) / , ( s ( p ;_ i ) )  «■)
= ( « ! +1) «( /«-! )  
=  (S(fl{_1)) ( / . - i ^ P ’J  ( / , _ / )
<  f iO f - )  ( by the induction hypothesis ) 
=  («(/*)) (*)
=  /<+1 (*>.
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A  A
Thus (?)+1) /,-p’+ 1 W0 <  / ,+ i ( ^ )  for »» 4> 6  F |+ 1 , and therefore (flj+1) / ,p j+ 1  <  / j+ 1 . 
We show next that {Ff- “  211 increasing sequence of functions. Now
=  (fl-+ 1Pi+ j) /iP ’+ ljri+ l
=  (p ,+ if (« -+1) /»P*+ 1 * i+ l
< (p ,+ l)  / i+ l* i+ l  
=J?»+1 -
We now show that { (Pj) } is an increasing sequence. Now
(/,-r« ;+ 1p ,+ i 
= (*i-+ i f  (pj+1) ( / . - r ^ V i
< (»r,+ l) ( / |+ i )  Pj+i 
=  (Ff+ l)  ■
Let J  be the identity map on Pqo and let I* be the identity map on Q oo Then
(. sup (Pj) ) o /oo =  sup (Pj) o Pj ( b y  Lemma 3.8.3 )
» > 0  » > 0
< 1 ,
and
foa o ( sup (Pj) ) =  sup Pj o (Pj) ( Iff Lemma 3.8.3 )
» > 0  » > 0
=  l ' .
/S  A
Thus /go h a  surjective upper adjoint, and (fao) =  sup,->o (Pj) .
Finally, we show that Q q fgo =  S(/oo)^p- Let s  €  Pco> Then
■S (/oo) °  *jp (*) =  fco  °  ( ®p(*)) °  (fco)
A  A  A  A
=  sup (Pj) fjKj(*j) o(jr|+ 1 (i)) o *-(*-) (/,)  Pj ( by Lemma 3.8.3 ) 
* > 0
=  s«P (Pj) f j  °  ( »i+ i(*)) °  (fj) Pj 
* > 0
=  sup (pj) o ((S (fj)){x i+1(s))) 0 Pj 
» > 0





for all x  €  -Poo- Thus
S ( / » )  o tfF  =  sup ( S(fli)) o / f+ 1 ir| + 1
i>0
* > 0
=  ( sup( S(pj)) pl+1)  O (  Slip (p|+ 1 ) /,-4 .1 *54 .1)  ( t r  Lemma 2.8.3 )
We define a  functor M from U to 0  as follows: If P  b an up-complete poset with zero, 
then M(P) =  Pqo- If P  and Q  are up-complete posets with zero and / : P  - +Q  is a  suijective 
Scott continuous upper adjoint, then M(f )  = fco-
Lem m a 2.2: Let P , Q, and A be up-complete posets with zero. Let f : P  —*■ Q  and 
giQ  -*■ A be surjective Scott continuous upper adjoints. Then goofoo =  (gf)oo- Let J  be the 
identity map on P . Then b the identity map on Pco-
Prooft Let {P,' be the canonical projective system associated with P , with bonding 
maps { p i } o<t‘<y- Let },>o be canonical projective system associated with Q, with 
bonding maps { qj } o < i< y  Let {A,- },>q be the canonical projective system associated with 
Q, with bonding maps { r? } 0 <*<y* Define /j'-P j ~+Qi by
Bbr each » >  0 , let ffjtPoo —*■ Pg, 0 0  —♦ <?g, and <r̂ : Aqo —*■ A  ̂ be the usual projections.
Define gp Qi A  ̂by
Then fco  =  s u p ^  (pf) and geo =  snPi>o (<x,) g ^ .  Then
5oo/oo =  aup (<rf ) g,Pg(p,) /,*$ ( by Lemma 2.8.2 )
i>0
A




Define J,:P , -+ P , by
( I  if «==0 ;
if * >  0 .
Then / j  is the identitj map on P,- for each i >  0. Thus
A.
Joo =  sup (*■,■) ^
»>0
A
ss s n p  ( * • • )  JTj 
t>0
which is the identity map on Poo hy Lemma 2.7.3. f t
We have shown that M is indeed a functor from U to O. We show next that M is a 
monofunctor.
§ 8. The Functor M
We use the following notation this section: Let P  be an up-complete poset with zero. 
Then ftp :Poo —*■ [ Poo Poo I is the canonical isomorphism, and K p  is the map from Poo 
to [ Poo —*■ Poo ] defined by K p(x)(y) =  * for all x ,y  GPoo-
The basic strategy in showing that M is a  monofunctor is as follows. First we show that 
if P  is an up-complete poset with zero, then P  is carried isomorphlcally onto the set of fixed 
points of f tp ^ K p  by the adjoint of the projection map. Let Q  be an up-complete poset with 
zero. Then we show that an isomorphism of 0  from Poo to Qoo carries the fixed points of 
ftp*lCp isomorphically onto the set of fixed points of But then the fixed points of
f t j^ K g  COTied isomorphically onto Q  by the projection map.
Lem m a 8.1: Let P  be an up-complete poset with zero. Let {P^}^>q he the canonical 
projective system associated with P , and let {Pf- }o<t'<y he the bonding maps. Let 0 <  i <  j .  
Then: A
(1) p i (x) =  pj~*x(  p j” *) for x €  Pj,  and
(2 ) (pj) (y) =  * (i£ "J) p j“ *.
Prooft (1) If t =  j  then (1) dearly holds. We proceed by induction. Assume that
/N
1 f°r  * (S'Pj’—i  and i  >  *'• Then
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pj(x) =  p j " 1 pj-_1 (a)
= pj"”1( s(pjlj)(*))
A   ̂ A
— p?Z i ( by tlie induction hypothesis )
(2) If f =  j  then (2) clearly holds, and we again proceed by indnction. Assume that
A  A
(p j-1 ) (*) =  ( jC ?  *pJ I ?  for * €  Pj and j  >  i. Then 
(f{) (a )= (p { _ 1 ^ _ 1) (y)
=<i>5 - I) ' ( p j - V ( » )
=(s(*j:5 ) m)
= ( p j l j )  ° ( ( j^ - 1) (y)) o p j l j
( A  . A  (
( by the indnction hypothesis )
=(iC?i£J) “ Ci1
= ( p f~ i ) tp T } .  *
Lem m a 8.2: Let F  be an up-complete poset with zero, and let {F^ }t-^Q be the canonical 
projective system associated with F . Let {F? )o < i< j bonding maps. Fbr each » >  0
define A^:Fj -*■ F,-j-i by fc^(x)(y) =  * for x, y (SF^. Let J be the identity map on F . Then:
(1) P*+ 1 fc,- =  f c j - iP j . j  foe» >  1 , and
(2 ) fc*. .. fco=(jj+1) for * >  0 .
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Proofi (1) Let x GPj  and y € P j _ j .  Then
(pj+lfc<(*)) (y) =  ( s ( p| _ i >) °  fc»(*)(v)




p|+ 1 ^-(x)(y) =  ^ •_ 1 p j_ 1 (x)(y)
for all y and therefore
p * + \ ( x ) =fci_ ip ;_ 1 (x)
for all x € P | .  Thus pV^fe,- =  kf_ ip j_ i-
(2) If t =  0 then (2) clearly holds. L e t» =  1. Let x €  Pq and y €  P j. Then
( po+ 1) (*)(y)=(po) (*)(y)
=  (pJ p i) (*)(y)
=  (pj) ((p j) (*)) (y)
=  ( s (p j) )  ° ( (p j)  (*))(y)
= ( i$ )  ° ( ( p j )  (*)) o pJ(y)
=  (pj) (*)
=  *b(»)
= * i(M * ))(y )
Thus
*»■■■ *o(*)(y)- (po+ 1) (*)(y)
for all y€P,-> and therefore
*»•••**>(*) =  (po+1) (*)
ON
for all x € Pt’_ i-  Thus fc,-. . .  =  (Pn^"*) • We now proceed by induction. Let » >  2, and
✓s
assume that k j . . .kg  =  ( P ^ * )  for all j  <  i. Let x (EPo and y € P j .  Then
( t f 1) (*)(y)=(p^+1) (*)(y) 
=(pj+1) (pi) (*)(y)
=  ( s (p^_j))  o • • • *o)(s)(y) ( by the induction hypothesis )
=  (p 
=  (p 
=  (p 
=  (p 
=  (p,
- 1 )  °  ( * i - l  • • • * b ( * ) )  °  X( y )
-i) ° (*f-i(fci- 2  • ■ ■ M*))) ° pj- 1(y)
A  A
—l) °  ( P & " ~ (*) ( by the induction hypothesis )
,_ 1pJ_l) (*)
=  ( ^ W
=  . . .  fco(x) ( by the Induction hypothesis )
- k i(ki_ l . . . k 0 (x))(y)
=  * ; . . .  fco(x)(y).
Thus
(Po+1) 0*)(y)= fci • • • *o(*)(y)
A  A
for all y G Pp and so (pjjf *) (x) =  fej. . .  fco(x) for all x G Pq. Therefore (P q ^ ) = k^ .. .kg .  f t
Lem m a. 8 .8 : Let P  be an up-complete poset with zero. Let { P j be the canonical 
projective system associated with P , with bonding maps { p j  }o<8'< j- For each i >  0, let 
JTf-.Poo -*  P | be the usual projection. For * >  0, define by fc,(x)(y) =  x for
* .y€P ,-.
(1) Define fc:Poo —'•Poo by
T *( l ) = { ”b(*> “ <= » i
* v * \ fc i- l,ri - l ( I ) >f * >  0
for x €  Poo. Then k  = ® p*Kp.
(2) For * >  0, define fc*:P<»  —♦ P<x> by
•• f  I  i f » =  0;
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Thus k* is the t**1 iterate of k. Then jr̂ fc* =  fc,_j... /cq( xq(x)) .
—•1 ^(3) An element x of Pqo is a fixed point of &p Kp  if and oniy if x €  (xq) (P).





Let t >  1. Then
P j_ ! **»*(*) =
=  ( bf Lemma 3.3.2 )
=  fc,-2^-2(*)
=  *i-_ifc(x).
Thus pJ_jX^fc(x) =  jr^_jfc(x) for all i > 0, and so fc(x) €  Poo- 
Now we compute ®pk. Let x, y 6  Poo* Then
* p fc(x)(y) =  aup (**) o ( JTi+1(fc(x))) o *-(y)
f> 0
=  *«P (*i) ° (*,■ *•»(*)) ° *,(!/)
»>0
=  sup(x,) (ir,(x)) 
i>0
=  x (b y  Lemma 2.7.3 )
=  *>(x)(y).
Thus &pk(x)(y) =  Kp(x)(y) for all y €  Poo> and so *pfc(x) =  Kp(x) for all x €  Poo* 
Therefore &pk =  K p, and thus k = toJ^Kp.
(2) Statement (2) clearly holds for 8 = 0 .  Let i =  1. Then
Jr,fc*(x) =  *ifc(x)
=  fy( *■<)(*))•
We proceed by induction. Let i > 0 and assume that
jrf_ifc, - 1 (x) =  fc,_3 ... fco(jr0(*)).
Then
jr̂ fc*(x) =  tr^kk'~^(x)
=  .. .&g(jrg(x)) ( by the induction, hypothesis )
=  *,--i ■■■*()( *o(*))-
(3) Let x be a fixed point of Gp^Kp. Then fc*(x) =  x for all * > 0. Thus
"■<(*) =  **&*(*)
=  ki_ 1 ...k 0 x0(x)
A
=  (Po) *o(x)
=  *■,•(*■<)) *d(*)-
•A A
Thus *f(x) =  *■,(*•<)) ’’’of*) ^  * — °« an<̂  therefore x =  (jtq) jto(x). We have shown that
x £ ( K 0f ( P ) .
Conversely, let x €  (*0) (P). Then x =  Or0)% 0(x). Let y€P<». Then
* p ( * ) ( y )  =  »UP ( * * )  O (  ^ + 1(JT0 )  JTQ( x ) )  O JT ,(y)
*>0
ssu p C ^ ) ° ( ( pq+ 1) *o(*)) ° *»(y)
t> 0
=  irap (wj) O ((poP\+1) *o(x)) 0 * i(y )  
»>0
=  sup(jT') o ( ( p * + 1 )  ( p j )  j t0 ( x ) )  o j r ^ y )
i> 0
=  sup(jTj) o ( $  o ((pq) *o(*)) 0 *&*»(*) 
i>0
A  . A
=  sup(jri) (pq) (jt0(x)) 
i>0
At
=  s u p (p ^ )  JT0(x)
»>0
At
=  S U p(jT 0 )  JTg(x)
»>0
=  X
=  JCp (x)(y).
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Thus 4frp(z)(y) =  K p(z)(y) for all y  6  Poo, and therefore « p (z )  =  Kp(x).  It follows that z  
is a  feed point of Ap^fCp. 4 k
Proposition  8.4: Let P  and Q be up-complete posets with zero. Let f : P  —*■ Q be a 
surjectlve Scott continuous upper adjoint. Then /  Is an order isomorphism onto /(P ) .
Proof! Let /  be the restriction of /  to  /(P ) . Let i G P .  Then / / ( z )  =  / / ( z )  =  z. Let 
y €  f (P ) ‘ Then y =  f (z)  for some z  6  P.  Thus
f f ( y )  =  / / / ( * )
=  / / / ( * )
=  /(* ) =  y-
Thus /  =  /  1 and so /  is an order isomorphism. A
T heorem  8 .6 : Let P  and Q be up-complete posets with zero. If Poo is isomorphic to <?co 
in the category 0 , then P  is order isomorphic to Q. Thus M is a  monofunctor from U to 0 . 
Proof! Let 4>:P<x> Qcd be the isomorphism. Then ®q 4> — S{<t>)&p. Let *o:Pqo —*■ P
A
and pq:Q oo  —*■ Q  be the usual projections. Now ( jtq) (P) is the set of feed points of &p  K p  
and (pq) (Q) is the set of feed points of <5~*Kq. We show that
^ O r0 ) V ) ) C ( p o M Q ) .
Let z € P o o  be a  feed point of fl>p“JFCp. Then $j>(z) =  Kp(x).  Let y€Q oo-  Then 
*q{<Kx)) (y) =  ( S(4>)) o (*p (x )) (y)
= <f»o(* F (z)) o<fT1 (y)
= <f>o{Kp(x)) o<fr1 (y)
=  <KX)
=  Kq{<P(x)) (y).
Thus
* q (  <Kx)) (y) =  K q { <Kz)) (y)
for all y €  Qoo, and so * q (^(z )) =s Kq (4>(x)). Thus # z )  is a feed point of * ” 1K q .
Dually,
(Q)) C (jr0f  (P).
Thus the restriction of $ to  (jt0) (P) is an order isomorphism onto (p0) (Q)- Therefore,
ss
by Proposition 3.3.4, Pq^ kq) b an order bomorphbm of P  onto Q. 4
§ 4. ValuM o f Combin&tora
In this section we calculate the values of the combinators I, K, and Y  in the canonical 
models. Througout this section we use the following notation: Hie canonical projective system 
associated with P  is {P,- >  0. The bonding maps are { p i } q T h e  zero of P  is 0. Fbr
each» >  0, the identity map on Pj is Jj. The identity map on Poo b Id. The usual projection 
maps on Poo are { irt- }^>g. The set of variables for the lambda calculus is V. The canonical 
isomorphism from Poo to [ Poo -* Poo ] “  We define fC:P<x> —*■ Poo by JC(a)(h) =  a  for all 
Poo*
First we calculate [I]. We define an element 1 611,-gjP,- as follows:
Then
=  s’!  (I)(0 ) 
=  'o(°)
=  0
Fbr i >  0,
pj+ 1 (J) =  o (Jr<+1 (0 ) ° ( p j j
Thus /  €Poo*
We will show that [I] =  I .  Let piV —*■ Poo be an environment. Then
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where / :  Poo “ * Poo 'B defined by /(a ) =  [i]{ J =  <L Thus /  =s Id. Therefore
* - 1 ( /)  =  *up(*I+1) (ffjld()r,) )
t> 0
.A.
=  aap(jr,+1) J. 
i> 0
=  rap(,ri+1)Ao r j+ 1(J)
=  I  ( b y  Lemma 2.7.3 ).
Thus [IJp =  I  for every environment; p.
Next we compute [Kj. For each i >  0, define k± \ —«• P^_j_j by &^(x)(y) =  x for x, y €  P^. 
Define fc €  II t-gj Pj by
JO  if i =  0;
jri (fc) =  \p » _ l fc|. _ 1 If i >  0 .
Then
P o Tl ( fc)  =  * i ( fc) ( ° )  
=  p j f c o ( ° )
=  f c o ( 0 ) ( 0 )
=  0. 
Fbr i > 0,
pj+1(" i+ i(* ))= p j+1(pj+1*j)
= p ! _ 1 p;+ 1* , ( p ! _ /
A
=  p5_ 1^ _ 1 p5_ 1 (pJ_1) ( by Lemma 3.3.2 )
=  K - l ^ - l  
=  (*)•
Thus fc £  Poo* We show that |K ] =  fc. Let p: V —►Poo be an environment. Then
[K]p =  [AxAy.xJp =  Q>~*(/), 
where / :  Poo -*■ Poo “  defined by
/(a ) =  [Ay.x]p{ -  }
for a  €  Poo. Thus /(a ) =  #  1 (g), where g: Pao -*■ Poo is defined by
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«K6) =  Ix1a» { |} { ^ }
=  a
= JC(a)(6)
for 6  £  Poo- Thus g = K(a), and so /(a ) =  <fr 1(.Pf(a)) for a  €  Pqo. Therefore /  =  *  1 K', 
and hence
JKJp =  * - 1 (* -1 K)
=  sup(jr,+ 1 ) ( jt,- o (* -1 K) o (jrf.) )
SS snp_______ (A^_1**—1("*) ) ( fcy Lemma 3.3.3 )
*>0
=  8up(jr-+ 1 ) (fc i_ irf_ i)
»>0 T  * 1
=  snp (jTj. j )  ( by Lemma 3.3.2 )
»>0 *
=  snp(jr<+1) (jr<+1 (fc)) 
i > 0  T
= k  (b y  Lemma 2.7.3 ).
Before we calculate (Y], we need a few more facts about up-complete posets with zero.
Lem m a. 4 .1: Let P  be an up-complete poset with zero. Let / : P  —► [ P  - * P  ] be a  Scott 
continuous map. Define gtP  —*■ P  by g(x) — /(*)(*). Then g is Scott continuous.
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Proof! Let D  be a directed set in P . Then
g(tnpl?) =  f(aupJ?)(anpV)
=  /(sup  D)( tup d) 
d€D
=  sup /(supD )(d) 
d&>
— sup / (  sup e) (d) 
d € P  e€P
=  sup ( sup /(e)) (d) 
d&? e€P
-  sup (  sup /(e)(d)) 
d&> e e o
=  sup f(d)(d) ( by Lemma, 2.8.1)
d£D
=  sup g(d) 
d€P  
=  supg(D). 4k
We prove next that Scott continuous maps on up-complete posets with zero always have 
least fixed points.
Proposition 4.2: Let P  be an up-complete poset with zero. Let D  be the zero of P . Let 
f>9i>92’‘-‘> 9 n € lP - + P  ]> w ithg! < g j  < - - - < 9 n < f • Define a sequence { < ^ > 0  by
[ 0  if t =  0 ;
ai -  { S ttK - l)  1 < * '< ”!
I / K - l )  if * >  n.
Then the sequence is increasing, and sup,->Q a,- is the least fixed point of / .
Proof! First we show that the sequence {<*j } |>o i* increasing. .Vow oq =  0 <  a^. We
proceed by induction. Let 0  <  » <  n  and assume that <  <^. Then
S  =  9 iK - l )  <  3 iK ) <  5»+l(a») =  S '+ l-
Thus Oj <  We have shown that a,- <  fbr 0 <  * <  n. Now
*n  =  5n(<»a_i) <  /(* » _ l)  <  /(®n) =  ®n+l- 
Again we proceed by induction. L e t» >  n, and assume that <  a^. Then
*i =  / K _ i )  <  /( a ,)  =  S + l-
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Thus a,- <  for all i > 0. Furthermore,
/ ( s u p o j  = / (  s u p a j  
i> 0 i> »
=  8«P /(a ,)  
i> n
=  sup a,-. j  
i> n
=  sup a-.
» > 0
Thus supi > 0  is a fixed point of / .  Fbr * >  0 let /* be the Iterate of / .  We show that 
— /*(°) f°r * ^  0* Clearly oq <  /^(0). We proceed by induction. Let * >  0, and assume 
that Of_i <  /* “ 1 (0). If * <  »  then
s = S i K - i )
<  5 j( /* —̂ (0 )) ( by the induction hypothesis )
< /( /* - 1 (o))
=  /*'( 0).
ff $ >  n- then
<  / ( /* _ 1 (0 )) ( by the induction hypothesis )
=  /*'(0).
Thus at- <  /*(0) for a l l» >  0. Let y be a fixed point of / .  Then /*(y) =  y for all * >  0. Thus
8UP (H <  8up /* (0 )
»>0 »>0
<  sup y 
»X>
=  y-
Therefore sup^ 0  Is the least fixed point of / .  ♦
Note that this proposition holds in the case rv =  0; Le., =  /*(0). In this case we hare 
the fixed point theorem of Thrski [Gierz, et. al., 1980, pp. 8,9]. This generalization of the 
Thrski fixed point theorem Is needed for the calculation of [YJ.
P roposition  4.8: Let P  be an up-complete poset with zero. Let 0 be the zero of P.  Define 
F : [ F  —*■ P  ] —*■ F  by F(<f>) =  supj>Q <f>%( 0). Thus F(<p) is the least fixed point of <f>. Then F  is 
Scott continuous.
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P roof Let D  be a directed set in [ P  —»-P ]. Then
F(supD) =  Bup(8upD)*(0) 
l > 0
=  snp( snp d)‘(0 )
*>0 d€D
— sup( snp d*) (0) ( by Lemma 2.8.2 )
» > 0  d€D
=  snpl snp d*(0 )j 
» > 0  d€D
=  snp ( snp d'(0)j ( Lemma 2.8.1)
d £ D  »>0
=  snp F(d) 
d € D  
=  supF(£>). »
We now calculate [YJ. For i >  0 let 0  ̂ be the zero of P^. Define P e n i€ J P ib y
f 0  if t =  0 ;
**(*■) =  { 'o  if ‘ =  1;
{ Pi i f»’ >  1 ;
where F^: —*-P^_j b defined by
W) =  ( P jl j )  ( 8«P 4? (°»-2)) • 
i>  0
Note that each F  ̂ b continuous by Proposition 3.4.3. Now
pJ*i(F ) =  (F)(0)
=  W  
=  0
=  *0 (F).
Let x  €  F . Then
p I * 2 (F ) (x )  =  p j o  (  j tj (F ))  o  (  p j)  (* )
=  pj(pj) ( 8^p((po) (*))J (°))




Thus p̂ itqCF) = Iq = s j t i ( F ) .  Now let t  >  2 .  Let * Then
A.
Pj+ 1 ,ri + l ( F )(* ) =  P f - l  °  ( ffi + l ( F )) ° ( p ! _ i )  (*)
=  pS_1(p|_i) U p ( ( 4 J  (*))J (°i-1))
i> o
=  srap(pj_i)
j > 0  * ^  * 3
=  (p’l j )  ^ snp ** (0 , - 3)j
= W  
=  **(*)(*)•
Thus p |"^*i-j.i(F ) ss Xj(F) for i >  0, and therefore F  GPao-
We show that [YJ =  F . Let p:V —+ Poo be an environment. Then
IY]P =  [ Ay.( Ax.y(xx)) (Ax.y(xx)) ] p =  * -1 (h),
where h:Foo “ * Foo is defined by
M«) =  »(|Ax.y(xx)lp{ -  }) ([Ax.y(xx)lp{ -  })
v y
for a  €  Foo. Thus we must calculate [Ax.y(zx)]p{ ^  } for x y.
We define g: Pco II ,g j  F^ as follows. Let x €  Poo- Then
,  .  /  * < > ( * )  » *  =  0 ;
*(&)(*) =  1 3 i>  tf t >  0;
where 3itX- P i - i  ■— P (_ j  h  defined ty  giA (y) =  («j(*)) o ((»{_]) (y)) (y) tor y €  P j - i -  
Now each g|>x is Scott continuous by Lemma 3.4.1. We now show that g-Poo Foo- Let
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x £  Poo- Then
pJ*i(Sf)(*) =  >Tl07)(*)(O)
=  (jri(*)) o ( ( $  (0)) (0)
=  *1 (*)(0 )
=  pj(*)(0)
=  JToW 
=  *o (y)(*)-
Let i > 0  and y €  P ,_  j- Then
(pj+1*i+1(fl)(*)) (y) =  p j_1 o (ir|+ 1 (flf)(i)) o (p j j  (y) 
= p ; _ i ^ i , x ( ( p ! - 1) (y)) 
= p j_ i ° ( *i+i(*)) ° ((p<+1) ((p j_ i) (y))) ( (p j- i)  (y)) 
= p ‘_ 1 ° (  ̂ + 1(2)) o ( ( p jlJ) (y)) 0 ( pj_x) (y)
a  a
= pJ_! 0 ( *,-+i(* ))0 (pj_2) ypj_3(p i- i)  (y) 
= p j_ 1 ° ( ^ + i (* ))0 (pj—1) (p jl j)  y p il jp j- i(p ! - i)  (y) 
= (pJ+1*i-j-i(a)) o ( ( p j j  (y)) (y) 
=(*,(*)) ° ((p J_ i) (y))(y) 
=y»,*(y)
=  w,(y)(*)(y)-
Thus =  ^ (y )( i)  for all * >  0, and so g(x) GPoo-
We show next that [Ax.y(sa)]p{ y } =  y(*) for all a €  Poo- Let a  G Poo- Then
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[Ax.y(xx)]p{ y } =  where f:Pao~*Pao  ® defined by
/(*>) =  ly(**)]p{ “ }{ “ }
= - * ( l s * { | } { | } )  ( i **1 p { ; } { ; } )
= « < * ) ( * ( m «{ ; } { ; } )  ( i*1»>{ ^ } { ^ } ) )
Thns * - 1 ( /)  =  8up->0 (T-/(jrff ) .  Let y £ P {. Then
* » / ( * • )  (» )  =  *1 ( * ( “ ) (  * ( ( * » )  ( y ) K ( * i )  ( y ) ) ) )
=  jr|  o(«(tt)) o (« (()r,)  (y))) ((*■„•) (y))
=  sup *•(*-) o(jrJ + 1 (a)) o r j(w j)  o ( jtj+ 1 ( (»,.) (y))) o *-(**) (y)
=  sup ir^ny) o(jrJ + 1 (a)) o *-(*-) o ( >rJ+ 1( (*-) (y))) o (y)
A. A
=  8̂ PI»J ° ("■j+ i(»)) o((pJ+1) (y)) °(pj) (y)
A  _ A
=  snppj o(wJ+1(a)) °(pj_]) w j^ tp p  (y)
=  sup p jo  (Xj+ 1  (a)) o (pj) (pj—1) ypj^pJCpJ) (y)
=  8n p (p J^ (* -J+ i(a))) o ( p j ^ )  ypj-.^y)
J>»
=  ™p( *,+i(*)) ° ((pj+1) (y)) (y) 
i>»
= 3 i+ iA (y)
=  "■,+i(y(*)) (y).
Thus ^/(JTj) -  and so
* _1(/)  =  8np(jr|+1) Jrl+1(y(a)) 
i> 0
=  d(a) ( b7 Lemma 2.7.5 ).
Therefore [Ax.y(xx)]p{ =  g(a).
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It follows that h(a) =  «(g(a)) (27(a)) for a  €  Foo- Thus for y €: Ff-,
(y )  =  J» i(* (< 7 ((» r ,)  ( y ) ) )  {a((*i) ( y ) ) ) )
=  j t J  s u p ( ^ )  o^«y+ 1 (g ((«-,•) (y)))) °* j( s ( (» i)  (y )))l 
'j^ O  ’
=  sup r^K j)  o (ffJ + 1 (g((jri ) ( y ) ) ) }  ( y ) ) ) )
=  sup o/9j+ 1 )i09j,,),
J>0
where
?k,i -  (»)))
for fc >  0 .
_*-l\ 1Let t >  2, and y €  F^. Let qk  =s (pj. ) pJT » for 0 <  fc <  s. Let qj7* = q m Q m -i■ ■ • flj 
for 0 <  I < m  <». Let
=  * < < * / •  * ,-+ M < V -
Next we calculate for j  >  0. Now 
=(^
= ( ^  0W ( » ) (^ <#))
= ( $  °(*i((»,) (y))) °((pj) (ift(id)) (ŝ (v)) 
=(pj) °(p*i(y))(po(y))
=  ( $  pJ^yCpo-1 ) p^(y)
= (p [_ i)  ( pq- 1) i T ^ i f 1) Popi(y)
=  ( i^ _ 1) «o( po- 1) (pi(y)(o))
=  ( p[ _ i ) 9o( po_ 1) Po*"1! ^ - 1 ) (°)
a
=  (){_ l) <7o(°t-l)'
and
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“ s.l =  *»(*»)
✓s
=  (p'l) °S L , .(?!,()
2 ,(»i) (y) ’
= ( p ! )  o ( » j ( ( « v )  ( y ) ) ) ° ( ( p j )  ( ? j r , i ) * ) W j , j )  
=  <Pl> »(pj(v)) « ( pJ)
= ( p i )  P - fM p - r 1) (pj) °^ i,iW 0,{)
= ( p ;_
= ( p |_
=(>*_
= ( p j -
= ( n -
=(pj_
(pi-1 ) p’r ^ p r 1) ° 0 i , ;« ,o,i>
*■ . A
9 l9 o (° i-l)
s




A  ■ j
=(pj) o ^ j + i i t y  ( y ) ) )  ° ((^ +1) 
=  ( j j )  ° (p j+1(y))
= (pj) pJ’ V p*- 1) (pj_i) ° ĵ,*(
=  ( ^ - 1) ( p f 1)
A
=  ( pS - i ) T j P j - l S j - l
= (l̂ ’-i) «jPf-i(p!-i) 7o"1?o(°i-l) 
=  (P j- l)  7j7o_ 1 «0(0t - l )
A
=  (j{_x) flo7o(°*-l)-
°»',i “  *t (*») 0 ̂ i+l,» U*i,i )
=  U + i( (* i)  (y))) ° ( (p J+1)
=((pj+1) (y)) ° (p |_ i)  o ^ i o p j_ i0 ,,i)
= (p j
= (p5_i) yp]
= (p j  
= ( pJ 
=  (i{ 
= (p*
- 1) w i
- 1) - 4
- i ( pi —l) °P j,i(P i- l, i)
A.
_ i( p |_ i )  « " W i )  
- 1)
A
_ l)  W f - i f l J - V O i- l )
- 1)
A>
= (pj_l) A j“37o(0,_l)-
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»*S (
Finally, we show that for j  > i, a^ j  =  (pj"_j) y^~*^9q—3 9o(°i-l)- We proceed by indnc-
A
tion. Assume that or̂  =  (p j_ j)  y^— 3 ?o(Oj_j) for j  >  *. Then
“ i J  =  *«(*j)
=  P?0 ~ (fii A
'  (y) 3’
Ak.
= pi °  (»>)) °  ^
=  p Jo ((p j'+1) ( y ^ o f p j j





= (p $ _ i)  yp J-i(os , j - i )
=  (p !_ i) ypJ_1 y7” ,+ 1«o“ 3 9o(°i-2)
=  (i{_i) y,,“ *+3«o"2«o(°»,- i ) '
(Jd =  raP
i > o
=  sup(p j_1) y7_ ,+ 3 ?Q- 2 <?o(Oj_i)
j> 0
=  (p |_ x) ( srap y7- , + 3 «o_ 3 (°*—1>)' 
j>}
= ( i £ + h > k \)% £ +1i * + i i_ 1 » 
= < - w > V fc+ i ) ^ + i Pr+i1v 
^  (pfc+v pi+ 1i “
-« fc + i
for 0 <  fc <  t — 1. Furthermore, <j, _ 2  =  ( p j l ^  p| - 2 y -  y‘ T*iere*ore> Proposition 
3.4.2, 8upy>^ !^ ~ , "̂3 9q”3 9o(®»—l)  “  point of y, and is therefore equal to
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A
su P j > 0  T h u s  (y ) =  * » + i ( y )  fo r  aU y  G  F j ,  and so JT^JTj) =  F i + 1  for
* >  2. Therefore
fYlp =  aup(jr|+ 1 ) *f+ 1 (F) =  F. 
i> 0
According to Proposition 1.2.5, 4 ( [Yj) (a) is a fixed point of 4(a) for all a  6  Pqq. We now 
show that 4([Y ]) is the least fixed of 4(a). Let y be a fixed point of 4(a). Then y =  (4(a)) J (y) 
for all j  >  0. Thus
y ~  anp(4(a))J (y) 
j > 0
=  sup( (sup (jrt ) O( >rt+ 1 (a)) o w#-) J (y)) ( by Lemma 2.8.1 )
j> 0 X * > 0  7
=  sup( sup((jrj) o(ffj+ 1 (a)) o jrj) (y))
j > 0 i > 0
=  sup ( sup (xj) o ( jri+ 1 (a)) 3 o jtJ  (y)
j > 0  i> 0
=  sup (  sup (»,-) o ( jri+ 1 (a) ) 3 o a-; (y)) 
j> 0  i>0
=  sup( sup ( x j  o ( *V_Li(a) ) 3 o jt-(y)J ( by Lemma 2.8.1) 
» > 0 j> 0
=  sup( (*■•) o (  sup( JTj+ 1 (a) ) 3 o (y)) )
*>0 3> 0
>  aup(sup(iri+ 1 (a))J (0 <))
* > 0  J> 0
=  sup( p*+1) ( sup(JTj+ 1 (a)) '̂(0 -))
t> 0  j > 0
=  sup (x-j+1) ( Fi+3( *I+ 1 (a)) )
»>0
/S
=  sup(iri+1) Fi+ 3 )r|+ 1 (a) 
i>0
=  4(F)(a)
=  «([Y l)(a).
Thus 4([Y j)(a) is the least fixed point of 4(a).
C hap ter 4 
C om binatorial Semigroup*
We investigate two submonoids of the monoid of combinators under composition in the 
extensional A-calcuIus, In particular, we show that this monoid contains the non-negative 
integers under addition, and a free monoid on a infinite number of generators as submonoids.
§ 1. In troduction
The set A q  of combinators in the extensional A-calculus forms a monoid under the operation 
of "composition”. Let A and B  be combinators. Then we define A o f i  =  AxA(Bx). Even in 
the non-extensional case, this operation makes A q  into a semigroup. We check associativity as 
follows:
(A o B )o C  =  A x.(A o B)(Cx)
=  Ax.(Ay.A(By))(Cx)
=  Ax.(A(By))[y ■*— Cx]
=  AxA(B(Cx)),
and
A o ( B o C )  =  A*.A((B o C)x)
=  AxA((A y.B(Cy))x)
=  Ax.(A(B(Cy)))[y «- x]
=  Ax.A(B(Cx)).
In the extensional A-calculus we make the following calculations:
I o A  =  Ax! (Ax)
=  AxAx
=  A, (b y  ^-reduction )
and
A o I  =  AxA(Ix)
™ A x*Ax 
=  A.
Thus A q  is a monoid under o  in the extensional A-calculus. From this point on, we assume 
extensionality.
§ a. First Projections
Let P  be the set of combinators of the form Jfj* =  A xj.. .xn .x j. We may think of these 
combinators as defining “projections” , since H jA i. . .  An, =  A j. We compute the operation of
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composition on this set:
*1*° *1 =  °  • • • yn-Jh)
=  Xz.(Xs1 ... xm.*i)((Xyi... yjvyi)*)
=  Ai^AX}. . .  *nv»i)(Ay2 • • • Vm-*)
Ax.(Ax2  ••• Sfrt«(Aj/2 • • •
=  A *i. . .  Sjn+nr-1 -*!
_  j t n \ - n - l-  Kj
Thus the function wJ n. — 1 is a monoid isomorphism onto the non-negative integers
under addition.
§ 8. Binary Trees
Let X  be the set of combinators defined recursively by:
(1) A s-s£ X
(2) A x.A gX  and XxJB £ X  imply Xx.AB £ X.
Thus X  is the set of combinators containing only the variable x and a single A. In X  the 
operation o has a simple form:
(AxA) o (Ax.fi) =  Ax.(Ay.A)((Ax.B)x)
= Xx.(\yJi)B
=  Ax~A(x ■*— B].
We show that (X, o) is a  free monoid on infinitely many generators. We do this by showing 
that (X, o) is isomorphic to a  monoid of binary trees.
The free monoid on the set { 0,1} is denoted by { 0,1 }*. The empty string is denoted by 
e. Fbr x £  {0,1}, |x| denotes the length of the string x. We recall that free monoids satisfy 
the property of equidrvisibility: if ab = cd. then either there exists u such that au  =  c and 
ud =  b, or there exists v such that cv =  a  and t>6 =  <L If xy =  z  then x is a left prefix for z. If 
A, B  C { 0,1 >* then A B  =  { aft: a  £  A  and b £  B }.
A b inary  tre e  (or tree) is a finite Bubset of {0,1}* satisfying the following properties: 
(T l) There exists r  £ T  such that for all x £  T, x  =  ry for some y £  {0,1}*.
(T2) rxy £  T  implies rx £  T.
(T3) rxO £  T  if and only if rx l £  T.
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Note that there is at most one r  satisfying (Tl). The r  satisfying (Tl) is called the roo t of T  
and is denoted r(T). A loaf of a binary tree T  is an element x of T  such that xy G T  implies 
y ss e. L(T) denotes the set of leaves of T. 8  denotes the set of trees with root e. Note that a 
finite subset T  of {0,1}* is a  tree with root e if and only if it satisfies:
( T 4 ) e € T .
(T5) xy G T  implies x G T.
(T6 ) xO G T  if and only if x l  G T.
One should think of a binary tree in the usual way, where the partial order is given by 
x <  y when y is a left prefix for x. A final 0 indicates a branch to the left, and a 1 indicates a 






Let S ,T  G 8 . Then we define S * T  =  s U  L(S)T. We show that 8  is a monoid under the 
operation * . Graphically, this operation consists of grafting B  onto every leaf of A.
Proposition  8.1: If S , T G 8  then S * T €  8 .
Proof! Since e G S * T, (T4) is satisfied. We show that (T5) is satisfied. Let xy g S * T .  
Case 1 : Let xy G S. Then x G S.
Case 2: Let xy =  at, where a G L(S), t  G T, and t  jd e .
Case 2 a: Assume that there exists u such that x u =  s. Then x u G S, and so x G S.
Case 2b: Assume that there exists t) such that sv =  x and vy =  t. Thus tiy G T  and so
*G T . Hence »v GL(S)T.
In any case, x G S * T. Last, we must show that (T6) is satisfied. Let xO G S * T.
Case 1: Let xO G S. Then x l G S.
Case 2: Let xO =  at, where a G -t(S), t  G T, and t  /  e .
Case 2a: Let i  =  0. Then x  =  a. Also 0 G T  implies 1 G T  and so x l G L(S)T.
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Case 3b: Let t  =  uO, where u & e . Then x =  su. Abo u l E T, and hence x l =  sul E 
L(3)T.
Thus xO E S * T  implies x l  E S  * T. The converse b similar. 4
Lam ina 8.2: Let x  €  T, where T  E 8 . Then there exists y €  L(T) such that x b a left 
prefix for y.
Proof! Choose y E T  sndi that x  is a  left prefix for y and y is of maximal length with 
respect to thb  property. Then If yu E  T, |y| <  |yu| and x a left prefix for yu imply that 
I H  =  |y|- Hence u =  £ . 6
Lem m a 8 .8 : Let T  E 8  and x, y €  L(T). If there exist u and v such that xu =  yv, then 
x  = y.
Proof! If there exbt u and v such that xu =  yv, then by equidivisibility either there exbts 
r  such that xr =  y or there exists a such that ya =  x. In the first case we must have r  =  e , 
and in the second a s= e . Thus in either case, x =  y. A
Lem m a 8.4: Let 5, T  E 8 . Then L(S *T) = L(S)L(T).
Proof! Let s €  L(S) and t  E L(T). Then at E S  * T. We claim that at E L(S  * T). Let 
stu  E S  + T.
Case 1: Let stu  E  S. Then tu  =  e and so u  =  e .
Case 3: Let s tu  =  xy, where x E L(S) and y € T. Then by Lemma 3, a =  x. Thus t u =  y, and 
so u  =  e .
T husL (S )L (T )C L (S*T ).
Now let x €  L(S * T). We must show that x E L(S)L(T).
Case 1: Let x €  S. Then we claim that e E L(T). (I.e., that T =  {e}.) Let f €  T. Choose 
9  £  L(S) such that x is a  left prefix for a. Then a t£ .S * T .  Let u be sudi that xu =  a. Then 
xut  E S * T , and hence ut E e . Thus t  =  e . Hence T  =  {e} and so e E L(T). Furthermore 
u =  e , and so x g L (S ). Thus x =  « 6 L(S)L(T).
Case 3: Let x = at, where a E  L(S) and t  £  T. If tu  €  T  then xu =  stu E S  *T ,  and hence 
u =  £ . Thus t  E L(T) and so x €  L(S)£(T).
Thus L(S * T) C L(S)L{T). *
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T heorem  8.5: (8,*) is a  monoid.
Prooft Clearly {e} is an identity, so we only need to check associativity.
S  * (T* V)  =  s ( J  L (S)(T * U)
=  s U ^ ( 5 ) ( t ( J  L(T)U)
=  s U ^ ( S ) r ( J  L(3)L(T)U  
=  S * r [ J  L(S * T)U 
= {S * T )* U .  f t
T heorem  8.6: (8,*) is a cancellatlve monoid.
Proofi Let A, B ,C  6  8, and A * B  = A * C .  We must show that 23 =  C. Let 6 6  B.  Then
for any a 6  -5(A), we have ab 6  A * B  and hence o6 6  A  * C.
Case 1: Let o6 6  A. Then 6 =  e 6  C.
Case 2: Assume that there exist a,1 6  L(A) and c 6  C  such that ab = a!c. But then a = a! by
Lemma 3. Thus 6 =  c 6  C.
Hence B C C. Similarly, C  C B .
Now let A * B =  C  * B. We must show that A  — C. Let a  €  L(A) and choose 6 6  B  of 
maximal length. Then 6 6  L(B). We have ob 6  L(A)L(B) =  L(A*B) = L{C*B) = L(C)L(B). 
Hence a6 =  dbf, where c 6  L(C) and 6/ 6  L(J3).
Case 1: Assume that there exists u such that a = cv. and u6 =  (/. Then since 6 is of maximal 
length, 6 =  b1. Thus u =  e and hence a  =  c 6  C.
Case 2: Assume that there exists v such that c =  av and vtf — 6. Then a €  C.
In either case, a  6  C. Hence L(A) C C  and s o A C C . Similarly, C C A .4
Proposition  8.7: 8 is an equidivisible monoid.
Prooft Let A, B ,C ,D  6  8 and A * B  =  C *  D. We first show that either A C C o r  
C C A . We proceed by contradiction. Suppose that a  6  L(A) \  C  and c 6  L(C) \  A. Choose 
6  of maximal length in B. Then 6  6  L(B). Thus 0 6  6  L(A)L(B) =  L(C)L(D), so there exist 
J  6  -5(C) and d 6  L(D) such tha t ab = J<L Since a is not an element of C, there exists v j t  e 
such that cfv =  a and i = v b .  Then |d| >  |6 |. Now cd =  aV, where a! 6  L(A) and bf 6 .5(B). 
Since c is not in A, there exists u  ̂  c such that a!xt = c and ud = b'. Thus |b'| >  \d\ >  |b|. But 
this contradicts the choice of 6 . Hence either A C C  or C  C A.
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Thus we may suppose without loss of generality that A C C .  Let S  =  {x  : yx £  
C  for all y €  L(A)>. We claim that S  €  8. Let y €  L(A). Then ey €  A and hence ey G C. 
Thus e €  S. Hence (T4) is satisfied. Let xy G S. Then uxy €  C  for all u €  L(A). Hence 
ux 6  C  for all u G L(A) and hence x 6  S. Thus (T5) is satisfied. If xO €  S  then yxO 6  C  for 
all y €  L(A). Thus yxl G C  for all y €  L(A), and so x l €  S.  Hence xO G S  implies x l G S. 
The converse is similar. Hence (T6) is satisfied and so S  €  8.
We now claim that A * S  =  C. Let x G A * S.
Case 1: Let x €  A. Then x 6  C.
Case 3: Let x  = <ia, where a(E L(A) and e G S. Then 
Hence A * S  C C.
Let c €  L(C). Choose d of maximal length in D. Then d G L(D). Thus cd = ab, where 
a G L(A) and 6 € L (B ).
Case I: Assume that there exists w such that cvj = a, and tub = <L Then c G A, and hence 
c G A * S.
Case 2: Assume that there exists u such that au  =  c and vd = b. We show that Let
J  €  L(A). Then a!b <!£, where cf €  L(C) and d* €  L(D). Thus a'ud =  cfd1.
Case 2a: Assume that there exists z such that zd =  d* and J z  =  a'u. Since d is of maximal 
length, we have z  =  e . Hence a!v, = cf €  C.
Case 2b: Assume that there exists v such that vd* =  d and afuv =  </. Then a*uti €  C  and 
hence so a;u €  C.
In either case a 'u  €  C, and hence u £ S ,  Thus c = art €  A * S. So L(C) C A * S  and hence 
C C A * 3 .
Thus C  = A * S .  Now A *  B  = A *  S  * D, and so B  = S * D .  f t
Lem m a 8.8: A monoid M  is free if and only if M  a  cancellative, M  is equidivisible, M  
has a trivial group of units, and every element of M  has at most a finite number of nontrivial 
left factors.
Proof! See Lallement [1979]. f t
Theorem  8.9: B is a  free monoid on an infinite number of generators.
Proof! 8 is cancellative and equidivisible. It is clear that 8 has a trivial group of units,
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and that each element of 8 has at most a finite number of nontrivial left factors. Hence S is 
free. Let 8 +  =  8 \ {  {e}} . Then 8 +  \  (B+ )3 is the unique minimal generating set for B 
(Lallement [1979]). Consider =  { e ,l} U  OA, where A €  8. Then T ^  £  B, and we claim 
that does not factor. 1 6  L(T^). Hence if =  C *D ,  then 1 €  L(C)*L(D). Hence either 
e£ L (C ) or e£ L (D ). Thus either C  =  {e> or D  =  {e>. Thus {TA r AG  8}  C 8+ \ ( 8 + )3, 
and clearly this is an infinite set. A
Lem m a 8.10: Let T  be a  tree. We define S(T, x) for x £  T  as follows: S(T,x) =  {y : 
x y £ T > . Then S (T ,x )£ B .
Proof! Clearly xe £  T, so e £  S(T,x). Thus (T4) is satisfied. Let uv €  S(T,x). Then 
sue £  T, and so xu €  T. Hence u £  S(T,x). Thus (19) is satisfied. Let uO £  S(T,x). Then 
xuO €  T. Thus xul £  T, and hence u l £  S(t, x). Thus u0 €  S(T, x) implies u l €  S(T, x). The
converse is similar. Thus (T6) is satisfied, and so S(T,x) €  8. 4
Strictly speaking, we would not want to call S(T,x)  a subtree of T  since in general we do 
not have S(T,x) C T. However, it does make sense to call xS(T, x) the subtree of T  originating 
at the node x.
Lam m a 8.11: Let A, B £  B. Then T(r, A, B) =  { r}U  rOAU rlB  is a tree with root r. 
Proof! Let T  = T(r,A ,B).  Clearly r  is a left prefix for every element of T. Thus (T l) is 
satisfied. Let rx u £ T .
Case 1: Let x  — e. Then rx =  r  £  T.
Case 2: Let x  =  Oy. Then rOyu£ T. Hence rOy» £  rOA, and so yu £  A. Thus y €  A, and so
rx =  rOy £  rOA.
Case 3: Let x =  ly. This case is similar to case 2.
Thus (T2) Is satisfied. Let rxO £  T.
Case 1: Let x =  e . Then rx l =  r l  £  T.
Case 2: Let x =  Oy. Then rOyO €  T, and so rOyO €  rOA. Thus yO €  A, and so y l £  A. Thus
rx l =  rOyO £  rOA.
Case 3: Let x =  ly. This case is similar to case 2.
Thus rxO £  T  implies rx l £  T. The converse is similar. Thus (T3) is satisfied. A
Lem m a 8.12: : Let A ,B  £  8. Then L(T(r,A ,B))  =  rOL(A)U rlL(B).
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Proof. Let y 6  L(T(r, A, B)). Then y 6  T(r, A, B ).
Case 1: Let y =  r. Since e €  A,  rOe E T(r, A, B). Thus Oe =  e. Hence this case cannot occur. 
Case 2: Let y =  rOA, where a  £  A . We claim that a  E L(A). Suppose au €  A. Then 
rOau E rOA and so rOau €  T(r, A, JB). Thus u  =  e . Hence a  E L(A), and so y 6  rOL(A).
Case 3: Let y =  rib, where b E  B. This case is similar to case 2.
Thus L(T(r,A,B))  C rOL(A)U rlL(B ). Let a  €  L(A). Then rOA €  t{r,A,B). Suppose 
rOau E T (r,A ,B).  Clearly rOau ^  r, and is not in r lB . Thus rOau E  rOA, and so au  €  A  
Hence u  =  e. Thus rOa E L(T(r,A ,B)). Hence rOL(A) C L(T(r,A,B)). Similarly rlL (B ) C 
L{T(r,A,B)). f t
Lemma 3.18: Let T  be a  tree with root r. Then x T  is a tree with root xr, and L(xT) =  
xL(T).
P ro o f Let y €  xT. Then y =  xz, with z  E T ,  and so z  =  ru. Thus y =  xru. Thus 
x r is a  left prefix for y. Thus (T l) is satisfied. Let xryu E xT. Then ryu E T, so ry E T,
and so xry E xT. Thus (T2) is satisfied. Let xryO E xT. Then ryO E T, and so ry l €  T.
Hence xryl €  xT. Thus xryO E  xT implies xryl E xT. The converse is similar. Hence (T3) is 
satisfied. Thus x T  is a tree with root xr.
Let y €  L(xT). Then y =  xt, with t  E T. If tu  €  T, then xfy E xT. Thus yu €  xT, so 
xl = e. Hence t  E L(T), and so y €  xL(T). Thus L(xT) C xL(T). Let t  E L(T). Then if 
xtu €  xT, tu  E T. Hence u  =  e. Thus xt €  L(xT). Hence xL(T) C L(xT). f t
Lemma 8.14: Let A ,B ,C €  S. Then T (e ,A ,B )* C  = T (e ,A * C ,B  *C).
P ro o f We calculate as follows:
T (e ,A ,B )*C  =  ( { e } |j0 A U  1B> * C
=  {e> U  1BU  ^ ({ e } U  Oa(J 1B)C
=  {e>|J O aU  1 b (J  0L (A )cU  1L(B)C
=  { e } U  O U U  L{A )di U  i ( b U  L{B)d)
- { € } [ ) 0 A * c \ J l B * C  
= T(<e,A*C,B*C). ft
Lemma 8.16: Let T  E 8, with T  ̂  { e}. Then T has a unique representation of the form 
T  =  T(e, A, B), where A, B E 8.
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Proof* Let A  — S(T,0)  and B  = S(T, 1). Then A  and B  are in 0. Clearly T(e, A, B) C T. 
Let x E T .
Case 1: Let x — e .  Then i £ { f } .
Case 2: Let * =  Oy. Then y E S(T, 0), so x  E 0A
Case 3: Let s  =  ly. Then y €  S(T, 1), so x  E  1A  In any case x E T(e,A,B). Thus T C 
S(e,A ,B).  Suppose that also T  =  S(e,C, D). Let a  €  A  Then Oa E  OA, so Oa E T(e,C,D). 
Hence Oa €  OC, and so a E C .  Thus A C C .  Similarly C C A  Thus A  = C. Similarly 
B —D. »
Theorem  8.16: (X, o) is isomorphic to (8,*). Hence (X,o) is a free monoid on an infinite 
number of generators.
Proof* We define f ' .X  —► 8 recursively by:
(1) /(Ax.x) =  {e>
(2) /(AxJVfN) = T (e , f ( \ x M ) , f ( \ x .N ) ) .
We claim that /  is a homomorphism. We show that
/((AxJWT) o (AxJV)) s  f(Xx.M) */(Ax.N) 
by induction on the length of M .  If M  =  Xx.x then
/((AxJVf) o (A xJH)) =  /(Ax.x[x «— N]) =  / ( AxJV).
On the other hand
/(Ax.Af) * f(Xx.N)  =  {£> * /(AxJV) =  /(Ax.N).
Now we assume that /  acts as a homomorphism on expressions of shorter length than M .  Let
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M  =  Ax.AB, where AxA and Xx.B are in X .  Then
j{  (AxJtf) o (AxJV)) =  / ( (Ax.AB) o (AxJV)) 
ss / ( Ax.AB[x +- JV j)
=  / (  As.A[x +- hT]B[x hT j)
=  r ( e ,  /(Aa.Al* «- N]) ,/(A*.B[* AT]))
=  r ( e ,  / (  (Ao.A) o (Ax.hr)), / ( (Ax.B) o (Ax.hT)))
=  T(e, /(AxA) * /(Ax.JV), /(Ax.B) * /(Ax.hT))
=  T(e, /(Ax.A),/(Ax.B)) * /(AxJV) 
ss /(AxAB) * /(Ax.hT)
=  f (X x M )  * /(AxJV).
17ms /  is a homomorphism.
Now we define g:3 - * X  recursively by:
(1) V({«}) =  Ax.x.
(2) g(T) =  AxJWhT, where T  =  T(e, A, B), with </(A) =  Ax.M and g(B) = XxJf.
We claim that g =  / “ 1. First we show inductively that g ( f(M )) = M  for M  6  X .  If
M =  Ax.x, then
gif{M )) -  fl(/(Ax.x)) =  s ({ e »  =  Ax.x =  M.
Now we assume that g(f(C)) =  C  for C  shorter than M. Let M  =  Ax.AB, where Ax.A and
Ax,B are in X .  Then
d f ( M ) )  = g[f(XxJiB))
=  s(T(e,/(Ax^),/(Ax.B)))
=  Ax.CD  ( where g{/(AxA.)) =  Ax.C and £f{/(Ax.B)) =  Ax.D )
=  M  ( since A =  C and B =  D. )
Now we 8how inductively that f{g(T)) =  T  for T  €  8. If T  =  { e} then 
/(fl(T)) = /(g ({ e > ))  =  /(Ax.x) =  {e} =  T.





=  f(X x,M N )  ( where g(A) = X x M  and g(B) =  Ax.N  ) 
=  Tie,f(Xx.M ),  /(A*JV))
= T (e ,A a{A )) ,A g{B )))
— T(e,A ,B)
= T.
and hence /  is an isomorphism, 6
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